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Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework
HISTORY
General Introduction

This History Curriculum Framework is based on the extensive indications given by Rudolf Steiner and
curriculum resource materials developed by teachers in Steiner schools both in Australia and
Internationally. It is being prepared in collaboration with Steiner Schools in Australia through a process of
consultation with learning area consultants and the advisory panel as well as opportunities for individual
school and teacher response. This Curriculum Learning Area should be read in conjunction with the
Educational Foundations and Academic Alignment Paper, the Position Papers on Kindergarten, Stage 1
and 2 (Primary) as well as Stage 3 and 4 (High School).
Introduction - Educational Rationale for the Subject
This History Curriculum is designed to be used by both new and experienced teachers to support and
supplement their research, planning, teaching and assessment. It is informed by International and
Australian Steiner Education Research and Curriculum Publications as well as broader recent science
education research.
History is the story of the development of humanity. Humanity’s story needs to be represented by
excerpts from each time and in each place in building a picture of its biography. A civilisation may grow
and then decline but the ongoing development of humanity is visible in the thread of world cultural history.
Placing the student into this stream of time knowing the triumphs and pitfalls of the past prepares them to
take their place in the present with insight, connection and a sense of purpose toward creating a positive
future.
In history we witness also the power of the one and of the many. The strength and presence of mind, the
calm focus and the release of the personal life for a higher purpose embodied in the hero propels
humankind forward. But it is also the story of the contribution of every human being in a community as a
parent, worker, artist or philosopher. Historical biographies provide a view of significant and
representational lives, and pictures of personal and moral dilemmas, triumphs and sufferings and provide
the student with a context for future ethical considerations.
The mythological roots arise in a different consciousness. Here we find the story of the evolution of the
human spirit as it moves from a focus on the spiritual world known with a picture consciousness to an
increasing awareness of self as an autonomous individual.
The history curriculum is built on a sequence of narrative history which moves from the home and family
and local surroundings of the child to mythological and then episodic or biographical history before the
i
conceptual, the study of cause and effect and the symptomatic reflections begin. Kieran Egan notes that
in our cultural history rationality did not displace myth but grew out of it and suggests that if we wish to
develop a later rich rationality we should attend to this historical development in individual development.
Steiner education has followed this developmental picture for many decades and teacher research
upholds his insights.
.. curriculum then might be characterized as constituted of the great stories of the world. The world they
are to make sense of has a vivid and dramatic history, and I think we can relatively easily reconceive our
primary curriculum in terms of telling children the story of science and technology, the story of
mathematics, the story of history, the story of art, and the stories of all our ways of sense-making. This
requires our reconceiving these areas of sense-making in terms of those oral capacities children have
already most highly developed-rather than, as we tend to do, in some logical scheme beginning with what
seems to us the simplest logical components and working "up" from there. Third, we reconceive teachers,
not as increasingly de-skilled purveyors of prepared texts, worksheets, and tests, but rather as our
culture's story-tellers.
ii
Kieran Egan
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These stories and studies need, in our multicultural world, to encompass more than the western
perspective but also the world of Asia, the Pacific, the Americas, Africa and the Middle and Near East.
History is interwoven with the geography of cultures, their needs for physical survival, food and water,
their openness to the world or their remoteness and their climate of warmth or bitter cold. The various
cultures and faiths, ways of understanding the world in different contexts or places, need to meet each
student and integrate the past of all our diverse human experiences. History can help us discover
ultimately where we stand now.
History reveals the potential for growth and reconciliation that exists in each conflict or crisis. It shows the
paths that allow apparent extremes to meet to work toward a path of balance. It also shows the hidden
wisdom of the blows of destiny that are not visible in the present but are revealed much later. Through
the High School history curriculum the students, with their personal struggles for freedom and
individuality, frequently find reflections in pivotal events of history. They come to an understanding of the
universality of human experience of challenge and change.
In the study of history an integrated and rich curriculum is necessary. Music, folk dance, festivals and
learning languages other than English contribute to the development of a global historical understanding.
A threefold approach is apparent as in all subject areas. With cognitive skills, the students gain an
understanding of people, culture, historical times and societies. In the affective/feeling realm, the
curriculum works to develop healthy attitudes and values – of tolerance, empathy and initiative. In
working with the need for initiative, the curriculum develops their ability to communicate with each other
and with others of different cultural backgrounds to create a positive future out of the present challenges.

Aims of the History Curriculum
The Australian Steiner Curriculum History K-10 aims to develop in each student:
• Moral and ethical thinking through exploring the challenges and outcomes of past human endeavour.
 A sense of being in the stream of time as the student recapitulates the path of humanity which evolves
towards greater conscious individual awareness, autonomy and discernment.
• The ability to sense the stream of future possibilities coming toward them, intersecting with the effects
of the past, and to find true human freedom in the creative decisions of the present.
•
•

•
•

•

A sense of being inspired with confidence and empowerment through the understanding that out of
challenge the human spirit rises, finds voice and courage for the deed and new possibilities
emerge for both the individual and the community.
Empathy with the individual human being and with other cultures from a historical and global
perspective and thus a feeling of kinship with the universal human journey in all its places and
times, leading therefore to possibility to experience the other in human encounter beyond
stereotype and thus the ability to view themselves and others with equal measure of compassion
and objectivity
Clear, informed and heart-felt thinking and the discernment to perceive the diverse threads that weave
through history.
The ability to read from the sources of history their authenticity, potency of meaning and their
contribution to the journey of humanity.
The ability to appreciate perspectives of people in different circumstances and times
A sense of the history that brought them to their own time and place – foundation for considering how
future may unfold and a belief in themselves and the courage to act upon their ideals.

The Steiner History curriculum does, in this process, aim to develop in each student (from the ACARA
iii
History Draft Curriculum Version 1):
• Interest in, and enjoyment of, historical study for lifelong learning and work, including their capacity and
willingness to be active and informed citizens.
• Knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the past and the forces that shape societies, including
Australian Society.
• Understanding and use of historical concepts, including evidence, continuity and change, cause and
effect, significance, empathy, perspectives and contestability.
• Capacity to undertake historical inquiry, including skills in the analysis and use of sources,
communication and explanation.
© SEA:ASCF
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Content Strand Descriptors
The Australian Steiner Curriculum History is organised into two interrelated strands: firstly Historical
Engagement and Understanding, and secondly Historical Skills.
Historical Engagement and Understanding
This strand moves from personal, family, local to state or territory, national, regional and world history.
There is a progression from the ancient times to the present which begins with mythological and narrative
history, moves to biographical and episodic before leading to the consideration of historical motive and
the broad development of human consciousness.
In addition, in this holistic curriculum there are content elaborations in other learning Areas such as
English, Mathematics and Science which form part of the overall approach to History and are noted in the
Curriculum Content by Year and the convergence charts. The study of History in the High School is
strongly interconnected with studies in music, literature, geography, art and the sciences.
An enrichment of this strand occurs through the Festivals and Seasons and the Languages Other than
English component. The seasonal festivals connect students to the cyclic stream of time of the world in
relation to the larger universe. The cultural festivals bring experience, and later awareness, of historical
and cultural pivot points that connect us to our heritage. Steiner curriculum begins the study of foreign
languages from year one. The experience of foreign language is seen to bring a cultural dimension
through literature, folk tales, songs and crafts as well as later formal historical studies.
Whenever feasible the studies are enriched by excursion, exploration and opportunities for practical
application of the concepts studied.
Historical Skills
In alignment with our Educational Foundations the development of skills moves from comprehension and
communication through narrative recall and artistic/dramatic interpretation in Stage 1 to written narratives
and descriptions in Stage 2 and evidence based descriptions, explanations and discussions in Stage 3. In
the High School active thinking and clear expression is encouraged through discussion and critical
analysis. Students develop skills in research, synthesis and analysis. Students are encouraged to
examine events and issues from a number of perspectives.
From Stage 1 immersion in historical narrative there is increasing use of sources and changing
perspectives in Stage 2 and then deepening research, analysis of sources and interpretation in Stage 3
and 4.
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Curriculum Organisation
STAGES
Stage I K-Class 3
K-Class 2
Children slowly come to an understanding of the concepts of history and the past, through an experience
of time, as they are immersed in daily and weekly school and home rhythms and seasonal and yearly
celebrations. Home and Family themes speak of the time of the past, of grandparents and community
heritage.
Folk and Fairy Tales and Legends told during this stage provide a rich tapestry of historical and cultural
understanding form many countries. These tales are retold, enacted, rewritten and illustrated. Indigenous
stories with their powerful connection to the Dreamtime are interwoven. In Class 2 the stories of
inspirational lives such as those of the Saints are added to in depth studies such as the Celtic World.
In Class 3 the students are told stories of the Ancient Worlds, often the Ancient Hebrew world, which are
rich with images of the individual responding to guidance, forming rules and a sense of community with
their fellow human beings. The curriculum is immersed in the folk culture including song, dance, prose,
stories, food and celebrations. In further integrated curriculum studies they experience stories and
practical work in house building, its history and cultural diversity including that of indigenous peoples.
They also learn about the historical development of farming in their local region and the development of
tools and farming practices of indigenous cultures and settlers. In mathematics they learn of the history of
measurement and investigate cultures from which weights and measures originated. They also make
devices used in the past to measure time in various cultures e.g. a sundial.
Stage 2 Class 4-6
In Class 4 the curriculum focuses on the local area and through this the Aboriginal life including the
Dreaming stories, spiritual ceremonies, food gathering, shelter, care of the land and social gatherings and
involves students in historical inquiry and crafts. Further studies of Ancient cultures are continued eg the
Ancient Nordic World, the times of the Kalevala or of Beowulf. They learn about the culture and
mythology as well as crafts. In a study of Writing, students are involved in making pen, paper and
ink according to skills of past cultures.
In Class 5
The Ancient Times and Cultures of India, Persia, Babylon and Egypt are reviewed before a major study
of Ancient Greece brings children on a journey from mythological history to narrative and episodic. They
explore the development of democracy in ancient Greece from city state to a central government and reenact the ancient Olympic Games. In Class 5 the curriculum also brings to the children the journeys and
biographies of the people who explored their region and state during, and following, the Early Settlement.
Indigenous life is also presented in this context. In following these significant explorations, not only does
the human story unfold, but an integrated sense of the geographical landscape also begins to emerge.
In Class 6
The study of the history of Ancient Greece and Alexander the Great leads on to the development of
democracy in Ancient Rome. The study of Australia, including the unfolding of colonial life in relation to
the geographical features and resources, forms another Main Lesson which also considers the
Indigenous peoples at this time. The work on explorers extends to the whole continent. The birth of
Christianity, Buddhism and Islam up to the Medieval World conclude this Stage.
.
Stage 3
In Class 7
The study of the medieval world continues with King Arthur and his Knights and the study of chivalry,
ideals, truth and honour. The themes of expansion and individualisation inform the studies in this year.
With the Age of Exploration the boundaries of the known world expand; new countries and new cultures
are discovered, and with that expanded world comes a lack of certainty. The Geography curriculum
includes the great voyages and voyagers – and the impact these had on the indigenous peoples of
‘discovered’ lands. The Renaissance is the leitmotif for work in Class 7. It marks the birth of modern
history and individual consciousness and parallels the birth of new capacities in the students. Studies
span the late Middle Ages to the twilight of the Renaissance.
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In Class 8
Class 8 looks at revolution, change and transitions. Studies include examination of the social and political
upheavals surrounding the French and American, Revolutions, the Industrial Revolution and the transition
from an agricultural economy to that of present day. A biographical focus on the actions and experiences
of key figures creates a human picture and the groundwork for the more analytical examination of forces
of change and historical causality that forms a basis of Class 9 studies.
Stage 4
In Class 9
th
The students study major turning points in world history from the beginning of the 19 Century to the
present. Historical factors in current affairs are considered with an emphasis on the consideration of
causality and motive. Students examine the unfolding of historical themes in Australia and the AsiaPacific region in the context of world events. They study the political, social and cultural history of
Australia up to modern times incorporating multiple perspectives and experiences.
In Class 10
Historical studies include a panoramic view of human history from the migrations of early nomadic
communities to the Agricultural Revolution and the rise of the great ancient civilizations. Students
examine and compare characteristics of nomadic hunter-gatherer societies and the expansion of human
occupation to all continents. The depth study of early history of Australian aboriginal peoples constitutes
a major element of the first unit. The evolution of human culture and society is examined, from the life of
the hunter-gatherer to the sophisticated and complex societies including those of Sumer, the Tigris
Euphrates River Valley, the Indus Valley and the Yellow River Valley in China, and the Americas. An
important theme is the inter-relationship between
human societies and their environments.
Students use and evaluate evidence from the disciplines of archaeology and anthropology in examining
the evolutionary past and influences on culture and social structure.

As the student matures generalisations about inner experience are less useful and true. They become
less impressionable as group and work on increasingly independent, individualised study projects.
Although the present project extends only up to Class 10, brief overviews of Major Topics in Class 11 and
12 are included below.
Class 11
Medieval History: from the fall of Rome and rise of Christianity and Islamic Civilisation,
The Renaissance to Age of Enlightenment.
History through music.
Class 12
World History – Modern History: perspectives, inner questions, challenges
This includes the Global economy and the third World.
History through Architecture.
Australian History – cultural identities.
i

Kieran Egan Teaching as Storytelling, IERG, 2001 Supplement
Kieran Egan Teaching as Storytelling, IERG, 2001 Supplement p 26
iii
ACARA History Curriculum 2011
ii
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AUSTRALIAN STEINER CURRICULUM
FRAMEWORK 2011

HISTORY
LIST OF TOPICS K-10
Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be
taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4
weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the content throughout
the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to
use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their class: content can be
recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.
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K-10 History Topics
K

K.1 Story Time

k.2 Morning Circle

1

1.4 Indigenous
Tales

1.5 Ancient World
Tales

2

2.1 Ancient
Cultures: Celtic
Legends
3.1 Literature of
Creation and

2.3 Saintly Lives

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

10

K.6 Rhythms of
Sun, Moon, Earth
and Cosmos

2.4 World Legends

3.2 Literature of
3.5 Farming
Authority and
Rulership
4.1 Ancient Cultures 4.2 The Art, Science 4.4 Indigenous
: Myths of Northern and History of
Legends; End of
Europe
Writing
the Dreaming
5.1 Ancient
5.2 Ancient
5.4 Indigenous
Cultures
Cultures Greece
Life/History and
A India, B Persia,
Geography of the
Babylon,
Region and State
C Egypt
6.1 Ancient Cultures 6.1 Ancient Cultures 6.4 History of
Rome and Birth of Rome and Birth of Australia
Christianity and
Christianity and
Islam
Islam
History 7.1 The
History 7.2 The
Middle Ages
Renaissance
History 8.1 The Age 8.2 The Industrial
of Revolutions
Revolution
9.1 The Making of 9.2 Australian
the Modern World History to the
Modern Era
10.1Early Human 10.2 Ancient
Societies
Cultures
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3.6 Building

4.6 Geography
of the Local
Environment/
Indigenous Life

Traditional
Handcrafts of the
World K
Traditional
Handcrafts of the
World 1
Traditional
Handcrafts of the
World 2
Traditional
Handcrafts of the
World 3
Traditional
Handcrafts of the
World 4

Celebrations,
Festivals and
Rhythms of Time
Celebrations,
Festivals and
Rhythms of Time
Celebrations,
Festivals and
Rhythms of Time
Celebrations,
Festivals and
Rhythms of Time
Celebrations,
Festivals and
Rhythms of Time

Traditional
Celebrations,
Handcrafts of the Festivals and
World 5
Rhythms of Time
The Greek
Olympics
Traditional
Celebrations,
Handcrafts of the Festivals and
World 6
Rhythms of Time .

HISTORY Topics k-10
Version: October 2011

Languages Other then
English
Languages Other then
English
Languages Other then
English
Languages Other then
English

Languages Other then
English

Languages Other then
English
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 1
Classes K-3
Contents
Overarching Themes Going Across the Stage
Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts
Morning Circle

Kindergarten - Class 3
Kindergarten – Class 3
Kindergarten; Class 1-3

Kindergarten / Foundation
Overarching Themes as aboveK.1
Integrated
K.2
Integrated

Festivals, handcrafts
Story Time, Puppet Story
Morning Circle

Class 1
Overarching Themes as above1.4
English/Science/History
1.5
English/History

Festivals, handcrafts, Morning Circle
Indigenous Tales
Ancient World Tales

Class 2
Overarching Themes as above2.1
English/History
2.3
English/History
2.4
English/History

Festivals, Handcrafts, Morning Circle
Celtic Narratives
Great Lives
World Legends

Class 3
Overarching Themes as above3.1
English/History
3.2
English/History
3.5
Farming
3.6
Building

Festivals, Handcrafts, Morning Circle
Creation and Tradition
Authority and Rulership

Each Class Document contains:
Development Profile
Topics
Achievement Standards
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes K-3

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Theme

Stage 1 (K-3)

“Throughout the year we fulfil the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content
As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, they bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced.
Content description
Integrated Overarching Theme

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time

Students will learn to:
Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of the day
and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food, cooking,
making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
Recall stories, draw pictures and write a sentence about aspects of festivals and family celebrations
from teachers and elders
Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and dances.
Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as birthdays,
farewells and end of term celebrations.
Celebrate world events from diverse cultures

©SEA: ASCF
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Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Theme

Stage 1 (K-3)

Handcrafts of the Traditional World
The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family made many of the
furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all around the fire at night and
care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour. The love of colour, texture and
form of their work nurtures their artistic sense.
Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future.

Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 1

Students will learn to:
Prepare wool, wash, card according to traditional methods; to spin, knit in plain and purl, shape and
caste on and off and make a range of toys, household items and clothes.
Sew and use simple embroidery.
Felt wool, sew up and make simple toys and home furnishings.
To dye fabrics and wool.
Sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
Create simple bushcrafts.
Experience traditional crafts, tools, equipment and their use in the past and now
Work in a community of teachers, family and community members, building social relationships
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Overarching Theme D: Morning Circle Class 1-3
Note: Kindergarten Morning Circle Description
is included in Kindergarten Section below
The day has its rhythm and each morning we rebuild the class community by activities that reunite the
individuals into a whole. Each morning an integrated session of movement, choral verse speaking,
singing, instrumental (recorder and percussion) playing of material (poems, songs and action rhymes)
related to the current Main Lesson content serves to:
 deepen the learning through artistic experience; and
 reunite the students of the class into a community.
Future Capacities
Creativity and team playing grow from shared artistic experiences such as Morning Circle.
Learning in community fosters a sense of relationship and being a member of a team. The artistic
deepening of learned content fosters a creative imaginative and inner mobility.

Content Description
English/ Creative Arts

Morning Circle
Practice Lessons

Students will learn to:
 Move action verses in chorus
 Speak poetry and nursery rhymes in chorus
 Speak alliterative verses embedding phonemic awareness (through phoneme substitution and
deletion)
 Sing songs of poetic verses
 Play recorder and percussion
 Develop narratives of simple oral presentations of recent happenings (news) as a narrative
differentiating past events, the present and future
 Experience rhythmic, sound and word patterns in poems, chants, rhymes and songs
 Understand at an emerging level the difference between formal and informal forms of address
in school contexts and how language varies when people take on different roles in social and
classroom interactions
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History
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 1
Kindergarten – Foundation
(Year 1 minus 1)
Contents:
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Kindergarten Curriculum:
See the following Overarching Themes for Kindergarten to Class 3:
A
C

K.1
K.2

Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts

Integrated Topic
Integrated Topic

Story Time, Puppet Story
Morning Circle

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be
taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4
weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the content throughout
the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to
use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be
recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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Kindergarten

(Foundation - Age 5 to 6 Years Old)

Developmental Profile- Curriculum Overview
The young child up to the age of 6 or 7 years is characterised by a gesture of trust and openness toward
the world. This includes the capacity of the child to absorb sense impressions right into their being
without the reflective or analytic skills of the older student or adult. This can be seen as a potent form of
engagement and embodied learning. A focus on bringing to consciousness the child’s perceptions and
played-out wisdom is best left until later years. In practice it is seen to reduce the very deep body-based
learning in which they are engaged.
The Senses
Through the sense of life that the child experiences in self-initiated play with aesthetic materials and
outdoor creative activity in the elements of nature, they develop what will mature into the soul quality of
contentment and well-being which is a necessary state for the ability to think and reflect. Through
strengthening their physical sense of balance in play they not only develop neurological readiness in the
proprioceptive system for literacy and numeracy but also experience the counterpart of an inner balance
at a soul level. Steadying the wooden tower and balancing the branch on top of the upright log require an
inner calmness, focus, and a weighing up. Climbing, running, twirling; in this movement a healthy sense
of freedom and of moving towards one’s goal is experienced.
Imitation
The curriculum for a Steiner Kindergarten is based on the understanding that the child learns through
imitation. The openness of the young child, their reverence and their ability to absorb every nuance of
what they experience, allow deep learning to occur. Through imitation they learn authentic home and
garden skills and develop artistic and musical capacities. A growing consciousness of the world emerges
through the teacher’s stories and Kindergarten work. They also experience and take in deeply as part of
their education the gesture, attitude and atmosphere created by the teacher. The teachers strive to be
worthy of imitation in all that they are and all that they do.
Imitation can take several forms. A young child might imitate someone’s actions directly. If a teacher is
carding and spinning wool, for example, a child might also want to card and spin. Children might also
imitate in their play the actions that they have encountered. For instance, a group of children might join
together to form a moving company. They will pack up the toys in the kindergarten into a moving van that
they have made of some chairs and boards and drive it to another land. Children also imitate our inner
attitude. Kindergarten teachers therefore try to pervade everything they do with care. This will be
reflected in the way they place an object on the seasonal table, or the way they put the toys away at
clean-up time and make sure all the babies are tucked in and don’t have any cold toes sticking out. If
parents and teachers approach common life tasks such as cooking or cleaning with reverence and care,
children will develop a deep respect for work and for material things. If, however, such tasks are done
quickly and sloppily, this will be reflected in children’s difficulties in finding meaning in life.
Rhythms of Learning Robert Trostoli, Anthroposophic Press, 1998.
Child-Initiated Creative Play
All that the child has imitated becomes their own through self-initiated creative play. They do not reflect or
conceptualise but take in the gesture and impulse and through their will express this in play. This
immersion in life and ability to play bring embodied experience and learning at this age.
There are two forces in the child at work. The child brings the capacity to imitate and also their own inner
impulses to engage with the world in a unique, creative and potent way. This connecting together of what
is experienced or revealed to the child about the world on the one hand and on the other the awakening
and strengthening of what are essential individual impulses and gifts characterises a healthy education.
Young children love to play. Through play, they enter the activities of the adults around them. The best
kind of activities for kindergarten children are therefore those that allow them to engage, on a child’s
level, in the work of adults. .... . children are offered the possibility of participating in the traditional
activities that might take place in a home: cooking and baking, cleaning and washing, sewing and ironing,
gardening and building. Because these activities are done rhythmically, they create a feeling of well-being
and a sense of security in the child. Because they are real, they help a child become grounded in the
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realities of life. Because they serve a purpose and are filled with meaning, they help the child enter more
fully into life at a later age.
The materials and toys in a Waldorf kindergarten stimulate the children to use their powers of imagination
and fantasy. As these powers are developed, children become able to transform natural materials into
any kind of toy. They can use pieces of wood that have been left in their natural shapes as tools, musical
instruments, telephones, vehicles, tickets to a performance, food for a feast, or the gold and jewels of a
buried treasure hidden by pirates.
If one observes children playing with toys that have a great deal of detail, one can see that there is a
different quality to the play. .... If, for instance, children are given a toy yellow taxicab, they are likely to
limit their play to activities involving a taxi. If, however, they are given a plain wooden car.. .. The
possibilities are endless, limited only by the children’s imagination.
Rhythms of Learning Robert Trostoli, Anthroposophic Press, 1998
Rhythms
For young children to be able to connect to the participatory consciousness that allows immersion in the
life and gesture of the world and also allows them to be engaged in self-initiated imaginative play they
need to be held in a secure rhythm and warm aesthetic environment without overstimulation. Rhythm
brings reassurance and continuity as well as trust in the unfolding of life. Children’s healthy habits are
supported by repetition of authentic tasks and their memory is strengthened by recurring meaningful
events such as festivals.
A daily rhythm includes Circle Time (music, speech and movement), Indoor Creative Play, Cooking,
Morning Tea, Baking, Painting, Beeswax Modelling or Crafts, Outdoor Play in Nature, Lunch, Story and
Bushwalk or Games. The curriculum is interwoven in these activities in a natural way.

Kindergarten History Curriculum
Overarching Themes:
Kindergarten Topics:

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts K-6
Story Time, Puppet Story
Morning Circle

The History in Kindergarten is largely contained within the Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
and Handcrafts. The Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time involves, in Kindergarten, the
participation of families in the preparation, crafts, cooking and the festival program itself. The children e.g.
experience at mid-winter the parents coming earlier in the week to make lanterns, families preparing soup
the day before, the fire being lit and the community all singing together and listening to the story. Foods
and stories from various families and cultures are interwoven.
The Handcrafts Overarching Theme also has a strong Family and Community component. The parents
come to help with finger knitting, sewing and felting and also bring traditional crafts from their
background. Parents help the children with e.g. the spinning wheel, with washing and carding wool and
with sewing dolls and they make toys for the Kindergarten. Grandparents or Aunts and Uncles visit, and
the tools and skills of times past and the culture of shared work and social cooperation is made visible for
the children.
The family, community and festival themes are also taken up in Story Time, Puppet Story and Morning
Circle as shown below.
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Central Experiences
Children come slowly into the experience of time in an authentic way through the unfoldment of daily,
weekly and seasonal rhythms in rhythmic circle work, stories, crafts and seasonal celebrations. Their
observation and involvement in traditional handcrafts brings experience of past ways of life. Their
understanding of community grows out of the close connection between the Kindergarten and home
when parents and grandparents participate in activities and festivals.
Future Capacities
When children are allowed to awaken to time as a real experience of the earthly and cosmic cycles then it
gains meaning in the context of human unfoldment. The experience of past traditional ways of life through
crafts and stories also builds living pictures which can grow throughout the curriculum.

K.1

Story Time, Puppet Story

Children learn and/or experience through imitation:
Listening to stories from classical and traditional sources from many lands
Hearing stories developed by the teacher or modern stories
Engaging in watching the scenes and figures used in puppet or prop- based stories
Hearing stories in prose , verse or dramatized with rich vocabulary and syntax
Engaging in the social conventions and change of moods in listening,
Imitating and elaborating the stories in self-directed, creative play
Understanding of the natural world of plants, animals and people; their interaction with each other;
human work and family and community life

K.2

Integrated

Kindergarten Morning Circle

Children learn and/or experience through imitation:
Engagement in poems, action rhymes, finger plays and songs about daily rhythms, seasons, real tasks
of the home, farm and community and the natural world
Community related material from other cultures or in other languages on these themes
Listening and responding to oral and gesture-based communication
Entering different moods of reverence, joy or engagement appropriate to each season
Moving imaginatively and walking or skipping forms in space related to oral language material
Expressing music through percussion instruments
Social customs eg greetings
Rich vocabulary and poems, nursery rhymes, verses and games with rhymes and rhythms
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Achievement Standards Kindergarten / Foundation
Children experience immersion in Folk and World Tales, Handcrafts and Festivals and Celebrations.
Children work with enthusiasm in playing out, creating puppet stories from or imitating scenes from
tales or festival and handcraft experiences.
Children engage with historical items and sources e.g. traditional craft tools and festival items from
diverse cultures.
Children have embodied experience of the contribution of traditional ways of life, of family and
community structures and of cultural and seasonal festivals throughout time.
In creative play and in class projects and events children express their understanding through songs,
games, social interaction and contribution to the class community and family.

General Capabilities
In Kindergarten the focus is on family, school and community festivals and celebrations, handcrafts of the
traditional world and tales from times long past.
Literacy
Children develop strong listening skills as they hear songs, poems and stories told each day. Children in
Kindergarten then express these in self-directed play through eg puppet stories.
Numeracy
In Kindergarten History, Numeracy is used in the experience and language of time through daily, weekly
and seasonal rhythms. These are experienced through verses, songs and family, community and festival
events.
ICT
The history of the tools and equipment associated with handwork traditions eg spinning wheel, weaving
looms; provide the beginning of a healthy understanding of the place of technology.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, the ability to later ask historical questions and develop new interpretations and
insights is developed in Kindergarten through the rich literary historical sources of Fairy and Folk Tales.
The archetypal pictures of historical human development are taken in at this age in pictures. The rich
artistic and musical components of festivals also provide experience of creative expression.
Critical thinking is a more conceptual and conscious process which develops fully after the period of
formal operations begins at age 12 and moves from the romantic/biographical form to the more analytical
at 14.
Ethical Behaviour
An attitude of reverence and gratitude pervades the Kindergarten. Conceptual thinking is not yet the
optimal way of meeting the world, rather the curriculum seeks to facilitate experiences of respect and
tolerance. An atmosphere of social harmony is strongly facilitated by the work of the teacher in the daily
home activities, baking and meals together. The engagement with parent communities and nature and
the cycles of the seasons in festivals builds deep connection which underlies ethical decision making.
Personal and Social Competence
The teachers in the early years provide models of positive relationships and responsible decisions, they
chose narratives with these themes and they encourage children to work cooperatively.
Intercultural Understanding
Festivals from diverse cultures, stories and folk tales from around the world, songs and poems from other
lands in morning circle are all important aspects of intercultural understanding.

Cross Curriculum Priorities
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
Festivals and stories of Aboriginal culture are experienced.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Festivals and stories of Asian cultures are part of the class and school.
Sustainability
The deep focus on stories of community and nature at a young age allows the connection to life to remain
and not be conceptualised too early.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 1
CLASS 1

Contents
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Class 1 Curriculum:
Overarching Themes
See the Overarching Themes for Kindergarten to Class 3:
A
C
D

Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Traditional Handcrafts
Morning Circle Classes 1-3

Class 1 Topics:
1.4 English/Science/History
1.5 English/History

Indigenous Tales
Ancient World Tales

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be taught as one or
more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and
practice lessons developing the content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to use their
professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into
Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 1

Developmental Stage

CHILD AGED 6-7 YEARS

Curriculum Approach to History

Readiness for Learning------ Independent Representational Pictorial Thinking
The children entering Class 1 have a wish to
be grown up in a more conscious way and to
learn from a teacher. They are able to
internalise inner pictures or images that they
hear in stories, recall them and build a context
which they can then apply to diverse
situations.

Through the Ancient World Tales the children hear of
times long ago in indigenous communities or far off
lands such as China, Japan, Scandinavia or Russia.
Here the traditional crafts, farm life, village
communities and diverse traditional pictures of family
life are brought in rich descriptive detail.

Engagement through the feeling life
Children are engaged not only through the will
but increasingly through the feelings which
are activated through story and imagination.
What was concretely experienced in the Early
Years now begins to come into an inner
connection which is experienced and recalled
with a greater affective component.

Each story or experience of the cycles of time such as
seasons, birthdays and celebrations is brought
through a story in which the actions and images
clearly provide an enlivened experience imbued with
feeling. The anticipation of festivals , their joy and
depth also speak to the young child.

Imitative Faculty
Class 1 children still use their capacity to
imitate gesture, mood, movement, speech
and artistry naturally. They are motivated to
engage in work which expresses the
internalised inner activity through rhythmic
and artistic learning.

The reverence for the elders of the school community,
the songs and poems of cycles of time which sustain
us, the joyful greeting of the morning, the afternoon
verse and the celebration of festivals are all
experiences imitated by the child.

Concrete Exploration and Authentic Experience
It is a stage where the conceptual approach
to learning is not yet optimal and practical
work with real life situations and authentic
materials allows development of
understanding and skills.

The approach to understanding of cycles of time is
created for the child through celebrating festivals of
time, cooking with harvest produce; planting and
growing bulbs in autumn, making seedpod crafts and
spring flower wreaths, maypole dancing.

Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work begins in a 3 day
rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which
memory is imprinted through into the
conscious awareness, habits and physical
skills.

A 3 day rhythm or cycle may follow a form such as
1. Imaginative presentation through story then
2. Recall, drawing, concrete exploration and
dramatisation
3. Further exploration, representation, writing stories.

Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more
deeply integrated into the body when they are
done in many different modalities.

Time rhythms of day and night, the week, months and
years are all taught initially through coordinated
speech, image and movement which imprint the
learning more deeply.
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Topic 1.4

Indigenous Tales/ Sentences

English/History/Science
The Central Experiences of the Content for History/ English
English experiences and skills are further developed in this unit by writing complete sentences from
stories into each child’s own book. Concepts about print are further developed through each child
creating their own illustrated reader of sentences from the stories. In addition English skills continue to
grow through listening to rich vocabulary and sentence structure and by retelling of the stories.
Indigenous tales provide locally based content for Australian children drawing on indigenous history,
fauna, flora, landscape and people of their own country. The tales possess a creation story element that
evokes a spirit of wonder in the local natural world.
Future Capacities
The children are filled with a feeling of connection to their local environment and to the long history of the
world and its creation that will build a sense of belonging to a homeland in later life. Historical pictures of
a balanced, sustainable way of life build pictures that can be adapted into the future. The fostering of
inner images continues to build imagination that will lead to creative capacities in later life.

Content Description
Topic 1.4 History/ English

Indigenous Stories/ Sentences
Main Lesson plus practice lessons

Students will learn to:
 Experience the oral tradition of listening to stories from the past.

write sentences describing incidents derived from stories of Indigenous Australian sources of
the land, ancestors and the Dreaming
 recognise some high frequency words;
 identify sounds at the beginning of words;
 read texts from self-created books
 recall stories sequencing narrative events
 use a variety of forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, written and dramatic
forms.
 hear and communicate about stories of the Dreaming, the ancestors and the creation of the
world, traditional ways of life as well as the natural environment, family and tribal structures.
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Topic 1.5 Ancient World Tales
History/English
Through most of man's history, a child's intellectual life, apart from immediate experiences within the
family, depended on mythical and religious stories and on fairy tales…………….Like all great art (they)
both delight and instruct; their special genius is that they do so in terms which speak directly to
children……….Only on repeated hearing ….., and when given ample time and opportunity to linger over
it, is a child able to profit fully from what the story has to offer him.
Bruno Bettelheim

The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning of the Fairy Tales

The Central Experiences of the Content for History
The development of human consciousness is the archetypal life path of folk tales from around the world.
In this topic the children also meet pictures of traditional farm and village life and age old crafts and
trades from around the world. They take in, draw and play out in simple dramatizations, the work of the
candle maker, baker, cobbler as well as pictures of village life from older times with the simple hut, barn
and farm animals; travel by horse and cart and cooking over an open fire. The stories bring a way of
living from the past alive for the children in the way that will speak most appropriately to them. Stories
may be chosen which represent cultures of the family in the class so that the class community is built and
children’s heritage acknowledged.
Future Capacities
The children, who have heard the tales of the past, are filled with a sense of the developing human being
on a journey towards maturity. The history of humanity is a story of which they are a part and in which
they can participate with confidence and courage. The development of a traditional community of shared
work and arts in their class brings this possibility as a seed for the future.

Once upon a time, in a little village, there lived a girl named Wiseone.When Wiseone was very small, all
the folk were happy and shared together in work and song. Each day they rose with the light of the sun
and went about their work.The cobbler would tap, tap, tap at his stool and make shoes for all the children.
The baker would pat, pat, pat his rich brown loaves of bread. And the candlemaker would dip, dip, dip his
candles in the hot wax, till they were tall and fat and could burn all through the long night.

Content description
History 1. 2

Ancient World Tales English/History

Students will learn to:
Listen and form inner connection to traditional stories of the ways of the distant past in different
cultures.
Recall stories, sequence events and images, draw pictures, paint and write about these Ancient World
Tales.
Model elements of the stories in beeswax and create dramatic representation of stories.
Write sentences using upper and lower case letters as appropriate describing incidents from stories
and poetry.
Recognise an increasing number of high-frequency sight words.
Identify single consonant sounds at the beginning and ends of words
Read texts in self created books
Use a variety of forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, written and dramatic.
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Achievement Standards Class 1
Children experience immersion in:
Folk and World Tales, Indigenous Stories, Handcrafts , Festivals, Celebrations throughout Time.
Children work with enthusiasm in
*Drawing, retelling, illustrating, dramatizing and making handcrafts from historical tales.
Children engage with historical items and sources e.g. traditional craft tools and festival items, art
prints, sculptures and sacred texts from diverse cultures.
Children have embodied understanding of the contribution of traditional ways of life, of changing
family and community structures and of cultural and seasonal festivals throughout time.
In creative play and in class work and projects children express their understanding through
narratives, songs, games, drawing, social interaction and contribution to the class community and family.

They sequence events in order and during news they relate stories about their past including personal
and family events of significance.

General Capabilities -History
Literacy
Children develop strong listening skills as they hear songs, poems and stories told each day.
These stories of times past develop strong listening skills and are also recalled, enacted and excerpts
written on a daily basis in Class 1-3.
Numeracy
In Stage 1 History, Numeracy is used in the experience of time through daily, weekly and seasonal
rhythms. These are experienced through verses, songs and family, community and festival events.
Numeracy is also developed in traditional handcrafts in which eg the counting of rows and stitches in
knitting , and development of 3-d forms in felting is practiced.
ICT
The history of the tools and equipment associated with handwork eg spinning wheel, knitting needles,
weaving looms; provide the beginning of a healthy understanding of the place of technology. Gaining skill
in recording learning in multimodal artistic ways in their own created Main Lesson Books scaffolds
learning of the use of graphics, files and folders in ICT.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, the ability to later ask historical questions and develop new interpretations and
insights is developed in Class 1 through the rich literary historical sources of Folk Tales. Legends of the
World and Indigenous stories. The archetypal pictures of historical human development are taken in at
this age in pictures.
Critical thinking is a more conceptual and conscious process which develops fully after the period of
formal operations begins at age 12 and moves from the biographical basis to the analytical at 14.
Ethical Behaviour
An attitude of reverence still pervades Stage 1. Conceptual thinking is not yet the optimal way of meeting
the world, rather the children experience respect and tolerance. An atmosphere of social harmony is
strongly facilitated by the work of the teacher as children work cooperatively on practical mathematical
exploration and rhythmic number sequences together.
The engagement in festivals with human communities, nature and the cycles of the seasons builds
strong connection – a necessary foundation for later ethical decision making.
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Personal and Social Competence
The teachers in the early years provide models of positive relationships and responsible decisions, they
chose narratives with these themes and they encourage children to work in teams. Comparative
assessment and competitive sports are not included in the curriculum at this age.
Intercultural Understanding
Festivals from diverse cultures, stories and folk tales from around the world, songs and poems from other
lands in morning circle are all important aspects of intercultural understanding. Foreign languages also
work with the Curriculum Topics and children learn similar content from another cultural perspective eg
language of days of the week or family and community.

Cross Curriculum Perspectives
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
A substantial component of Year 1 texts are drawn from Australian aboriginal culture and will deepen
the students’ understanding and sympathy for this perspective.
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
A substantial component of Year 1 History texts are drawn from Asian culture and will deepen the
students’ understanding and sympathy for this perspective.
Sustainability:
The perspective developed through all the Year 1 History/English curriculum texts builds a sense of
connection with Nature. The child of this age retains a natural sense of the unity of Nature expressed for
instance in their enjoyment of the Folk Tale genre where inanimate beings have animate qualities eg
animals and humans speak a common language. This unconscious attitude of unity is the basis for a later
sense of connection or systems thinking that links the elements of the human and natural worlds into a
sustainable whole.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 1
CLASS 2
Contents
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Class 2 Curriculum:
Overarching Themes
See the Overarching Themes for Kindergarten to Class 3:
A
C
D

Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Traditional Handcrafts
Morning Circle Classes 1-3

Class 2 Topics:
2.1
2.3
2.4

English/History
English/History
English/History

Celtic Narratives
Great Lives
World Legends

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be taught as one or
more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and
practice lessons developing the content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to use their
professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into
Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE
CLASS 2 CHILD AGED 7-8 YEARS
Developmental Stage
Curriculum Approach to English
Individualised Thought Pictures
The content is still best integrated through thoughtNarrative is still the most significant manner in
pictures. “Concepts are understood meaningfully
which pictorial imagery can be presented to and
when they are mobile and organic in quality. The
received by the child at this stage. Narrative
events and experiences of the outside world are
provides images of older traditional ways of life,
filtered through the child’s imagination and
of great individuals from history and from other
rearranged to accord with the child’s homogenous
cultures and other environments.
world-picture” (Rawson and Richter). Children are
able to create more vivid inner pictures.
Engagement through the feeling life
The joy of learning is built on a strong love of
A joy in the stories and the poems and songs as
rhythm, recitation and movement as well as the
the expression and communication of a rich
colourful stories and beautiful geometric patterns.
variety of human experiences and feelings
The environment of the school is often carefully
should now be presented to the children. Their
chosen to provide an experience of the beauty of
drawings and music as well as class tableau
nature.
give an opportunity to live into different times
and cultures.
Imitative Faculty
The faculty of imitation is less marked but can be
employed to enhance engagement in eg a quiet
mood for imaginative storytelling, a new skill or
activity sequence.

The continuing but diminishing role of imitation
in the life of the 8 year old means that the
moods of courage, joyfulness and openness as
well as skills in artistic expression can still be
deepened through the role of the teacher.
Cognitive Development

The children are less dreamy. They can
The child of this age now has the cognitive
concentrate for longer periods. While still in
capacity to sequence narratives, and to create
transition developmentally from the preoperational
texts which describe other cultures and times.
stage, the beginnings of concrete operational
They can sequence the seasonal celebrations
thought are evident from age 7 onwards. This
which they anticipate with joy.
includes aspects of identity, reversibility and
seriation.
Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work begins in a 3 day rhythm
A 2 or 3 day rhythm or cycle may include eg
which utilises the sleep time in which memory is
1. Imaginative presentation through story for the
imprinted through into the conscious awareness,
first introduction of a new skill.
habits and physical skills. Age 7-8 sees a
2. Recall, drawing, concrete exploration,
strengthening of rhythmic memory
movement, recitation and dramatisation.
3. Further exploration, representation and
writing.
Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more
deeply integrated into the body when they are done
in many different modalities.

Language and literacy development is enhanced
when explored through the creative arts and
movement: drawing, dramatisation, music and
movement all extend the learning repertoire of
the child of this age.
Physical Development

Laterality and dominance are more firmly
established in this year and both gross and fine
motor movements develop further. Left brain
myelination is largely completed. The lengthening of
the limbs continues and greater dexterity, strength
and confidence are evident physically. Individual
differences in capacities and skills for learning
become more apparent in the class activities.

Physical development underpins increasing
skills for learning through narrative, recall, the
arts and drama.
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English 2.1 Celtic Narratives

The Central Experience of the Content
Students retain an urge to experience the world with a “magical” content, hence their enjoyment of stories
where magical possibilities resound. The stories of the Celtic tradition in particular display a blend of the
everyday material realities into which the growing child is now moving, along with a joy in the sudden
emergence of a supernatural, transcendent reality which was a part of our historical human journey. The
relationship of people to the living elements of nature and to the inner journey and outer path is
experienced here. It resonates with their developmental stage.
Students continue to bring a creative response to the learning experience through the writing and
illustrating of their own books: they continue to build a bank of sight words, continue to master a variety of
simple phonic patterns through word families, and between the combination of these twin processes they
begin to develop word attack skills.
Future Capacities
A creative response from students is embedded in the learning experience: each student responds to
their learning through a self created text which is an expression of their own individual response to this
cultural and historical time.
A regular experience of learning through this method, by inner picturing and by recording the student’s
own creative response to these stories, continues to build an imaginative capacity that will be the basis
for problem solving and individual creativity in later life.

Content description
English 2.1 Celtic Tales
(Main Lesson or practice lessons)
Students will learn to:
* write short texts modelled by the teacher, derived from narratives from the Celtic tradition
* write extended sentences using punctuation conventions
* read self created and teacher created texts with increasing comprehension.
* listen to, recall, illustrate, speak poetry from and dramatize stories from the Celtic tradition which
speak of the transcendent realms of nature and human power of striving.
* recognise a more extensive list of sight words using visual memory to recognise irregular words
* use a variety of forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, written and dramatic.
explore the role of images in communicating the meaning of the narrative
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English 2.3 Great Lives

The Central Experience of the Content
As an uplifting contrast to the world of human foible, there are also human lives that are inspiring and
seem to reach beyond the limits of the lower human nature. Called Saints in some cultures, these great
individuals manifest a self-realised nature that although based within one cultural tradition, speaks to the
universal human beyond particular cultures. Some of these biographies are historical, such as St Francis,
while others are quasi-historical and live half in the realm of legend eg the early Celtic saints. The great
lives manifest the classical ideal of Truth, Beauty and Goodness.
Students continue to bring a creative response to the learning experience through the writing and
illustrating of their own books: they continue to build a bank of sight words, continue to master a variety of
simple phonic patterns through word families.
Future Capacities
The image of the fully realized human nature has been a long tradition in human cultures: providing such
images through imaginative means enables students to build their own sense of Goodness for their own
futures. By picture-building from legend and history, the growing child is enabled to freely begin the
process (which may be life-long) of creating his/her own image of personal direction and ethics.

Content description
English 2.1
Great Lives
(Main Lesson or practice lessons)
Students will learn to:
* write short texts extended sentences modelled by the teacher, describing the stories of great lives
from a range of cultures
* engage with, illustrate, say poems and verses from and play out scenes of great lives with the
qualities of goodness, purity, compassion, nobility, courage and humility.
* read self created and teacher created texts with increasing comprehension
* use a variety of forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, written and dramatic
listen for specific purposes including depth of story material, instructions and share ideas in discussion
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English 2.4 World Legends
The Central Experiences of the Content
The students continue to have their imaginations formed by stories from around the world that draw on
the rich heritage of diverse cultural traditions, including Asian and Pacific stories. These stories contain in
archetypal form the wisdom of a culture as it was handed down from the past. They speak of creation,
human striving, the gaining of wisdom and the relationship with the natural world as it was visioned and
understood in different historical times.
Students continue to bring a creative response to the learning experience through the writing and
illustrating of their own books: they continue to build a bank of sight words, continue to master a variety of
simple phonic patterns through word families, and between the combination of these twin processes they
begin to develop word attack skills for unfamiliar texts. In this unit the teacher creates a text based on
familiar verses, rhymes and stories that the students read together and individually. From this point the
students are then enabled to move to readers with unfamiliar texts in a reading program. Students also
create texts for a range of purposes such as simple messages, letters, recipes.

Future Capacities
Students are exposed to a diversity of cultural expression, particularly Asian and Pacific, thereby being
grounded in the traditions of their geographic neighbours. A foundation is laid enabling them to become
global citizens by an appreciation at this early age of the breadth of narrative from these diverse world
traditions.

Content description
English 2.4

World Legends

Students will learn to:
* write short texts with extended sentences (may be modelled by the teacher), describing stories from a
range of cultures around the world;
* read self-created and teacher-created Readers with increasing comprehension and word-attack skills;
* participate in a simple dramatic production using World Legends as content (may also be applied to
2.1, 2.2, or 2.3)
*explore and learn from stories of human development, wisdom and relationship to nature from
different cultures including Asia and the Pacific.
* use a variety of forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, written and dramatic.
use an increasingly wider vocabulary in speech and writing, beginning to be aware of word choice to
suit audience and purpose
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Achievement Standards Class 2
Children experience immersion in:
*Celtic Legends, World Tales, Indigenous Stories, Handcrafts, Festivals and Celebrations throughout
time
Children work with enthusiasm in
* Drawing, retelling, illustrating, dramatizing and making handcrafts from historical tales and past cultures.
Children engage with and discuss historical items and sources e.g. traditional craft tools and
festival items from diverse cultures.
Children have embodied understanding of the contribution of traditional ways of life in different
cultures, of changing family and community structures and of cultural and seasonal festivals throughout
time. In creative play and in class-work and projects children express their understanding through
narratives, songs, games, drawing, social interaction and contribution to the class community and family.

General Capabilities
Literacy
Children develop strong listening skills as they hear songs and poems and stories told each day. They
develop listening skills in formal and informal situations eg festivals, story time or news. Stories of Celtic
and Aboriginal Legends and Saints from many cultures are heard, recalled, enacted, illustrated and
excerpts written in Class 2.
In Class 2 children communicate through oral language, music and movement in festival celebrations.
Literacy also becomes integrated in Class 2 Traditional Handcrafts where written patterns are used.
Numeracy
In Stage 1 History, Numeracy is used in the experience of time through daily, weekly and seasonal
rhythms. These are experienced through verses, songs and family, community and festival events.
Numeracy is also involved in Traditional Handcrafts where patterns are counted out and geometrical
forms used.
ICT
The history of the tools and equipment associated with handwork eg spinning wheel, knitting needles,
weaving looms; provide the beginning of a healthy understanding of the place of technology. Gaining skill
in creating and recording learning in multimodal artistic ways in their own Main Lesson Books precedes
the use of files and folders in ICT.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, the ability to later ask historical questions and develop new interpretations and
insights is developed in Stage 1 through the rich literary historical sources of Celtic Legends, World
Tales, Saints’ Stories and Indigenous stories. The archetypal pictures of historical human development
are taken in at this age in pictures.
Critical thinking is a more conceptual and conscious process which develops after the period of formal
operations begins at age 12 and moves from the biographical basis to the analytical at 14.
Ethical Behaviour
An attitude of reverence pervades Stage 1. The children experience respect and tolerance and an
atmosphere of social harmony is strongly facilitated by the work of the teacher. The engagement with
nature and the cycles of the seasons continues to develop connection which underlies ethical decision
making. The stories of the Saints form many lands gives pictures of those whose behaviour has been
raised to a high ethical and moral dimension.
Personal and Social Competence
The teachers in Stage 1 provide models of positive relationships and responsible decisions, they chose
narratives with these themes and they encourage children to work in teams. The stories of the Saints
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provide pictures of those who have overcome personal limitation to live for the greater good. Cooperation
is fostered and comparative assessment and competitive sports are not included in the curriculum at this
age.
Intercultural Understanding
Festivals from diverse cultures, stories and folk tales from around the world, songs and poems from other
lands in morning circle are all important aspects of intercultural understanding. In foreign languages the
community, festivals and History Topics eg Saints, can be covered from a different cultural perspective.
Cross Curriculum Perspectives
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
A number of Year 2 History/English texts can be drawn from Australian aboriginal culture and will
continue to deepen students’ understanding of the indigenous perspective.
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
A substantial component of Year 2 History/English texts are drawn from Asian culture and will deepen the
students’ understanding and sympathy for this perspective.
Sustainability:
The Year 2 student is emerging from the pristine sense of unity of early childhood and is gradually
approaching a sense of separation from Nature. The traditional world tales continue to foster a sense of
connection and balance between the human and the natural
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 1
CLASS 3
Contents
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Class 3 Curriculum:
Overarching Themes
See the Overarching Themes for Kindergarten to Class 3:
A
C
D

Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Traditional Handcrafts
Morning Circle Classes 1-3

Class 3 Topics:
3.1
3.2
3.5
3.6

English/History
English/History
Science/History/English
Science/History/English

Creation and Tradition
Authority and Rulership
Farming
Building

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be taught as one or
more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and
practice lessons developing the content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to use their
professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into
Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE
Developmental Stage

CLASS 3 CHILD AGED 8-9 YEARS
Curriculum Approach to English

Separation from the Earlier Sense of Unity
A sense of separation from the world and
people around them brings doubt and
confusion. Individuality emerges out of this
sense of alienation and a sense of self comes
as a response to questions such as Who am
I? , Where am I? How do I live?

In local history the child now has the possibility of
looking objectively at the environment to reflect on
geographic and climatic reasons for development of
farming and where building of communities occurs.
With Self and World now separating questions of
origins emerge: great cultural literary traditions provide
imaginative expressions of ancient conceptions of
creation which are valuable learning experiences for
this age. There follows the stories of the historical
development of Traditions in society and historical
stages of Authority and Rulership that preceded the
emergence of individual consciousness and individual
rights.
Engagement through the practical and feeling life

The child feels less at one with the world. Last
traces of personal identification with the
objects of the world dwindle and the child’s
experience divides into subjective inner
experience and objective outer reality. There
is a growing sense of the world outside the
home and family.

As the move from the concrete to the abstract unfolds,
the imagination with its engagement of feelings
provides a bridge between the two.
The practical is another bridge allowing experience of
farming and building to give knowledge and
understanding of past and present practices in
different cultures.

Cognitive Development
The corpus collosum is now developed and
integration of right and left hemispheres is
possible. In terms of the stages of Piaget, the
transition years from pre-operational to
concrete operational are over. More children
will have become able to use reversibility,
seriation and classification. Some simple subclassification is possible.

This cognitive development allows the practical work of
building, measurement, plans and maps as well as
clock and seasonal time to be understood and used.

Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work continues in a 3 day
rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which
memory is imprinted through into the
conscious awareness, habits and physical
skills.

A 2 or 3 day rhythm or cycle may include
Imaginative presentation through story to introduce a
theme then a variety of artistic, imaginative
elaborations: review, drawing, further concrete
exploration, representation, writing recounts, projects.

Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are
more deeply integrated into the body when
they are done in many different modalities.

A range of artistic activities, including drama, drawing
and practical skills provide a way of deepening the
experience of history learning at this age.

Physical Development
The child develops a firmer gait,
Longer
speech
periods of s Longer periods of sustained concentration in practical,
sounds are formed in the middle of the mouth, artistic and written tasks are possible.
the heart increases in size and the
breath/pulse ratio of 1:4 is established.
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3.1 English
Topic: Creation and Tradition
Central Experiences of the Content
Around the age of 9 an existential experience of separation of Self and World can be experienced and
the growing child now looks at the world as a more self conscious individual. This moment provides an
opportunity to consider the great themes of humanity: Creation, Tradition, Authority and how they impact
on the burgeoning individuality. In the history of humanity these themes have been expressed in some of
the great narratives of ancient human cultures, and stories from these cultures are valuable narratives for
the child to experience and to explore at this particular age. These narratives are treated as oral and
written literature, great stories, as myths from classical traditions that speak to the growing child’s
imagination: they are not treated as statements of presumed fact or faith.
Narratives of Creation express the sense of beginnings that an individual starts to confront and question
as they look at the world as a self- conscious entity: how did things begin? Where do I come from? These
narratives do not answer the questions directly for individuals but pose expressions of earlier and
traditional answers in the form of myth and literature.
From Creation there is established a tradition expressed in a civilization that supports or “lives out” that
picture of Creation.
This literature is initially experienced in oral form as teacher-told stories, then read in print form. This
literature provides content for further developing language and literacy skills. Handwriting now moves to
joined script with an emphasis on a formed, aesthetic hand.
Future Capacities
By experiencing the answers of earlier cultures to the questions of beginnings, students are stimulated to
ponder on their own terms. The answer is not given by the traditional narrative, but the images in them
provide a repertoire of imaginative possibilities for the student to consider in building towards their own
individual worldview.

Content Description
English 3.1

Topic: Creation and Tradition

Students will learn to:
write with cursive or joined script;
write texts with appropriate punctuation including full stops, question marks, exclamation marks
and speech marks.
create their own illustrated book with texts that adapt language features of the original Creation and
Tradition narratives including rhymes and rhythms (poetics)
read a range of literature connected to the narratives
recall stories sequencing narrative events
use a variety of integrated forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, historical
narrative and dramatic
learn and recite a range of verse, rhymes and poetry from the narratives
write creation texts in original language and script, and understand how spoken and written
forms of language are different modes of communication with different features depending on
context and cultural background
appreciate the way traditional cultures have expressed the sense of creation in narrative form
recognize high frequency sight words
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Topic 3.2 English
The Ancient Literature of Authority and Rulership
Central Experiences of the Content
From the unconscious compliance with given rules which characterises the younger child, the
emerging individuality now becomes aware of the laws and rules which underlie the social fabric of a
community. Early traditions enshrined the community laws in divine authority: a good example from
history and mythology is the proclamation of the Ten Commandments and the establishment of
rulership among the ancient Hebrew people. Working with such a narrative at this time in the child’s
development is a valuable experience in learning about the literature of authority and law. From this
historical/literary source the learning experience can be extended to an understanding of the role of
authority vested in responsible adult carers such as teachers, and working with the laws/rules which
govern classroom conduct.

Future Capacities
Experience of this stage of human history allows later reflection on the development of human freedom
and responsibility. Experience of the ancient sources of authority in community also meets a
developmental need in the child of this age: each age has its needs which build on each stage of
development towards the mature formed adult personality. Learning to respond to authority is a stage
which once experienced, can be built on in the progress towards the adult ideal of being a responsible,
self-managing citizen. Democracy as a process requires discriminating adults who can make informed
decisions based on independent judgement.

Content Description
English 3.2

Topic: Ancient Literature of Authority and Rulership

Students will learn to:
. Write texts responding to the literature of Authority and Rulership using appropriate sequencing and
visual elements
Understand that successful cooperation with others depends on shared social conventions expressed
in rules, turn-taking and appropriate forms of address
Negotiate in collaborative situations using interaction skills, active listening and appropriate oral
expression
Create short texts (including planning and drafting) using growing knowledge of structures and
language features and selecting artistic elements appropriate to the purpose
Rereads own texts and edits for possible improvements including spelling, punctuation, structure and
meaning
Appreciate the establishment of the ancient system of authority and rulership;
Recall stories sequencing narrative events
Use a variety of integrated forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, historical narrative
and dramatic.
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Topic 3.5 Science/History
Topic: Farming and Gardening
Now you see that the material you have gathered through describing the environment (in class 1 and 2)
you employ in a free way for forming your lesson on practical occupations. The child of about nine in the
third class can very well gain an idea….of how to manure, and how to plough; what rye and wheat look
like. In short you let the child enter into his surroundings as far as he can with understanding.
Rudolf Steiner Curriculum Lecture 1 1919
Central Experiences of the Content
At a time when the children are beginning to feel separated from the world they need to experience the
deep interconnections between all realms of life. The children will be involved in stories of the daily and
seasonal life on the farm. They will experience the work of the human being in harmony with the earth, its
seasons, the plants and animals. Real experiences of making butter and bread, growing grains and
spinning wool will now be more consciously experienced as part of the work which the children can also
do. These are in many cases traditional ways of life which connect the children to the history of the local
community. Their experiences now will form the basis for work later in their schooling on ecology and the
economy.
Future Capacities
Deep reverence is awoken for the sacrifices of the kingdoms of nature, their interdependence and gifts of
the earth; the soil, rivers, rain and the wonder of the plant kingdom that provides us with food and
materials for clothing and shelter. The animals that help provide milk, wool and honey are appreciated
also as part of a finely balanced web of life. The understanding of human stewardship evolves, not
conceptually at this age but through joyful experience and gratitude.

Content Description
Topic 3.5 Science/English/History

Farming and Gardening

Students will learn to:
Recall, draw and write a description of the work of a mixed farm over the seasons and the role of the
sun and rain as well as the ability of the farmer/gardener to cultivate the soil through eg compost. Use
appropriate informative language in outlining a procedure and in oral reports of farming visits.
Outline the different crops on a farm and their growth through the seasons.
Discover the different crops of their own local region now and in the past and visit and observe the
work of a farm and write a report of the visit.
Appreciate the processes and working together of many people and their tasks and occupations that
are necessary to produce goods;
Question, reflect on and write about the things we eat, use or wear to discover the role of the earth in
our lives.
Create a vegetable and grain garden and raise seeds, water, weed and harvest produce; learning and
predicting how the garden can best be cared for
Explore and understand the use of tools used over time to grow and make food.
Hold a market garden stall to sell, barter or share their produce.
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Topic 3.6

Science/History/English
Building

Dwelling
The earth is the home of all people,
Its ceiling the blue sky above;
Its floor is the ground on which we walk
Upheld by a selfless love.

And out of this home with heavens help,
From water, fire , air and earth
Is fashioned a house for every soul
To dwell in from time of birth.

The sun warms our home in the daytime
The moon and the stars light the night,
And over it all with great wisdom
God rules with a lawful might.

The heart is the sun which warms our house
The stars are the light in our mind
And when in our deeds there is warmth and light
Then God finds a home in humankind

Central Experiences of the Content
When, at this age, the children feel themselves an individual upon the earth they can bring their will into
practical tasks in a realm where responsibility and focus are required. This topic helps the children who
are becoming more connected to the world to find strength and clarity as well as the confidence to know
that they can build themselves a home upon the earth. This topic generally succeeds the measurement
topic and the children are able to do scale drawings and imagine clear measurements for their building.
The various elements of design; to protect people from the elements, allow light to enter, space to rise to
the sky above, provide personal space and enfold the family are balanced. Looking at the different trades
required to build a house fosters a sense of gratitude and cooperation and the review of houses around
the world brings social understanding. The development of simple tools and different dwellings over time
is experienced, including those of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
Future Capacities
There is a balance between self- reliance and community. The children will feel capable of building a
home yet they also experience that in order to live every living thing needs other living things. Human life
is lived in community and ideally the skills of each person are given to that community and each person
also in turn receives the contribution of each other member.

Content Description
Topic 3.6 Science/History

Building

Students will learn to:
Understand the role of and appreciate the homes we have- our body, our house and the earth.
Describe and draw the varied homes of the world throughout time.
Develop confidence and skills in house design and practical building, understanding the need for the
qualities such as shelter, warmth and light. Represent information in practical lists and tables.
Appreciate and understand the role of the many tradespeople that help to build our homes.
Understand the various materials and tools used for building and their qualities and advantages and
use them safely
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Achievement Standards Class 3
Children experience immersion in:
*Literature and Culture of Creation and Tradition and Literature and Culture of Authority and Rulership
*Historical Practices of Farming and Building in the Local Area, Handcrafts and Festival and Celebrations
Children work with enthusiasm in
* Drawing, retelling, illustrating, dramatizing and making handcrafts from historical tales
*Participating in farming, gardening and building practices from the past
Children engage with, ask questions about and reflect on the past farming and building practices
from located sources. They compare, identify and explain development and further changes in
communities. They discuss the significance of traditional farming, building and craft tools. They
experience festival items, art prints, sculptures and sacred texts from diverse cultures.
They explore, understand and record the relationships between history, geography, development of
communities and festivals in the local area and its farming history and indigenous life of the area
They communicate: Write narratives and reports, sequencing events and people and using timelines
and informal historical terms. They draw, perform in drama and music and make items from history topics
in class and group projects and performances for History of Farming and Building and Cultures of
Creation, Tradition, Authority and Rulership.

General Capabilities : Stage 1
In Stage 1 History the focus is on family, school and community festivals and celebrations, handcrafts of
the traditional world, folk tales and legends of times past, history of the local area with regard to
farming, building and indigenous beginnings.
Literacy
Children develop strong listening skills as they hear songs, poems, descriptive reports and stories told
each day.
These stories and descriptions are recalled, illustrated, enacted and excerpts written in Class 3 as
children take on more independent writing and editing. In Class 3 children communicate through oral
language in news, story recall, individual, group and class recitation and festival celebrations.
In Class 3 they also communicate understanding of the historical development of the local area
from the original indigenous inhabitants to the use of land for farming and settlement and the
development of building.
Numeracy
In Stage 1 History, Numeracy is used in the experience of time through daily, weekly and seasonal
rhythms. These are experienced through verses, songs and family, community and festival events.
Numeracy is also involved in knitting, crochet or stitching patterns.
ICT
Technology in Class 3
The history of the tools and equipment associated with handwork eg spinning wheel, knitting needles,
weaving looms; stitching frames and carding brushes provide the beginning of a healthy understanding of
the development of use of technology.
In Class 3 there is a major focus on the technology of building and farming and the associated
tools and skills. Mud brick making, woodwork, thatch, measurement equipment as well as
spades, hand ploughs, scythes and grain grinders or mills are used and/or studied.
Gaining skill in recording learning in multimodal artistic ways, with well organised structure in their own
created Main Lesson Books still precedes the use of files and folders in ICT.
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Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, the ability to later ask historical questions and develop new interpretations and
insights is developed in Class 3 through the rich literary historical sources of stories of Creation,
Tradition, Authority and Rulership form the Hebrew tradition. The archetypal pictures of historical
human development are taken in at this age in pictures of the narratives. They embody deep concepts of
human society as it changes from one ruled by authority to an awakening individuality and autonomy.
Critical thinking is a more conceptual and conscious process which develops after the period of formal
operations begins at age 12 and moves from the biographical basis to the analytical at 14. Early
practical aspects are begun in Class 3 when children look at the landscape and climate of their
area and understand the uses of the land that emerged and where the settlement took place.
Ethical Behaviour
An attitude of reverence and gratitude pervades Stage 1. In Class 3 the children hear of the cycles of
nature and the sun, rain and human work that allow the cultivation of the earth. They also know of the
gifts of the earth and plant kingdom used in building eg grasses, bamboo, trees and stones. Because
they have with their own hands made bricks and built houses they have an experience of the care due
material objects and structures.
Personal and Social Competence
The teachers of Class 3 provide models of positive relationships and responsible decisions, they chose
narratives with these themes. In Class 3 the large amount of practical work in Framing, Building and
Measurement calls for practical cooperation among children. Comparative assessment and
competitive sports are not included in the curriculum at this age.

Intercultural Understanding
Festivals from diverse cultures, stories and folk tales from around the world, songs and poems from other
lands in morning circle continue to be important aspects of intercultural understanding.
In Class 3 the Hebrew tradition and the related stories from the Egyptian exile bring another cultural
perspective. Traditional Hebrew folk dancing, songs and festivals form a related study.

Cross Curriculum Priorities
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
In Class 3 a consideration is given to the Aboriginal people and their ability to live with their various forms
of temporary shelters. The availability of bush food is also brought in narrative form.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Similarly the homes of Asian design and the farming practices of Asian migrant communities can be
integrated in Class 3.
Sustainability
Farming as brought in Class 3 covers natural and simple sustainable practices such as organic farming
methods, preserving and the making of eg bread, butter. The experience of cooking and eating from their
own garden at school counteracts the experience of shop bought foods and practices.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 2
Classes 4 - 6
Contents
The Study of History in the Steiner Curriculum (Rudolf Steiner)
Overarching Themes Going Across the Stage
Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts
Morning Circle

Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6

Class 4
4.1
4.2

Overarching Themes as aboveEnglish/History
English/History /Science

4.4
4.6

English/History
Geography/Science/History

Festivals, handcrafts, Morning Circle
Myths of Northern Europe
The Art, Science and History of Writing
(Class 4/5)
Indigenous Legends: End of the Dreaming
Geography of the Local Environment /
Indigenous Life

Class 5
5.1

Overarching Themes as aboveHistory

5.2
5.4

History
History / Geography

Festivals, Handcrafts, Morning Circle
Ancient Cultures:
Asia / Pacific / Ancient India,
Ancient Persia, Babylon., Ancient Egypt,
Ancient Greece: Mythology and Culture
Indigenous Life/History and
Geography of the Region and State

Class 6
6.1
6.4

Overarching Themes as aboveHistory
History

Festivals, Handcrafts, Morning Circle
Ancient Rome / History of the Roman Empire
History of Australia

Each Class Document contains:
Development Profile
Topics
Achievement Standards
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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The Study of History in the Steiner Curriculum
Introduction for Steiner Schools
Class 4
In Class 4 the transition can be made from these lessons (Home Surroundings) towards a first
presentation of local history, introduced in a free and simple manner. The children can for instance be
told how it happened that wine was cultivated in their home surroundings, if this should be the case, or
how fruit growing became established, how this or that industry was built up and similar matters.
Rudolf Steiner: Curriculum Lectures Stuttgart 1919
Class 5
In the Fifth Class every effort will be made to make a beginning with actual historical ideas, and just at
this time in the fifth class, there must be no faltering in getting the children to grasp ideas of the cultures
of the oriental and Greek peoples. The reluctance to look back into ancient times has only grown up in
present day man and he has no capacity for applying the right ideas to what he sees when he looks back.
A child between 10 and 11 can do this very well, that is if one continually rouses his feelings in making
him aware of all that can give him understanding of the Orientals and the Greeks.
Rudolf Steiner: Curriculum Lectures Stuttgart 1919
Class 6
Historical accounts of the Greeks and Romans and the effects of Greek and Roman History up to
the beginning of the fifteenth century, form the content of this sixth school year.
(ib)
It is possible to treat wars in ancient times from a cultural-historical perspective…..You must describe the
constitution of Lycurgus and , for example, the difference between the Athenian and Spartan way of
life…with regard to the Roman constitution you must awaken the picture that every Roman was a lawfanatic and could count up the laws on his fingers. The Twelve Table Laws were taught there as the
multiplication tables are taught in our times.
Rudolf Steiner: Lecture 25.9.1919
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Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes 4 - 6

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Theme

Stage 2 (Class 4-6)

“Throughout the year we fulfill the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content

As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, They bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them. Children experience the diverse cultural festivals and the
historical continuum of celebrating the earth, humanity and the cosmos and their connections. A sense of
the great spans of time and the progressing cycles of existence is experienced.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced. Through the sense of being embedded in the great cycles of life the students gain
security and trust which is a counter to the ever changing challenges of daily life

Content description
Overarching Theme Stage 2:

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time

Students will learn to:
Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of the day
and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food, cooking,
making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
Recall, illustrate and write reports about aspects of festivals and celebrations from teachers and elders
from many cultures.
Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and dances.
Play recorder and string instruments in whole school and class orchestras.
Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as birthdays,
farewells and end of term celebrations.
Celebrate world events from diverse cultures
Organise, lead and MC aspects of festivals.
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Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Theme

Stage 2 (Classes 4-6)

Handcrafts of the Traditional World / Woodwork
The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family and local
community made many of the furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all
around the fire at night and care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour.
They experience the practical reality of past ways of life and they gain the skills for life in sewing, wool
crafts, weaving and woodwork which were once learnt by all. The love of colour, texture and form of
their work nurtures their artistic sense.
Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future.

Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 2

Students will learn to:
Knit more complex articles and patterns including four needle knitting.
They make a range of toys, household items and clothes including socks or mittens, embroidered items
and dolls and felt animals.
To sew and use more complex embroidery.
They draft patterns for animal forms, felt wool and sew up.
They use a pattern to cut out, sew and finish a formed doll.
To dye fabrics and wool.
Plan and design woodwork projects, rasp, file, sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
Plan and create projects related to Science, History, Maths and English Topics using clay, stone and
bush objects.
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Overarching Theme D: Morning Circle Class 4 - 6
The day has its rhythm and each morning we rebuild the class community by activities that reunite the
individuals into a whole. Each morning an integrated session of movement, choral verse speaking,
singing, instrumental (recorder and percussion) playing of material (poems, songs and action rhymes)
related to the current Main Lesson content serves to:
 deepen the learning through artistic experience; and
 reunite the students of the class into a community.
Future Capacities
Creativity and team playing grow from shared artistic experiences such as Morning Circle.
Learning in community fosters a sense of relationship and being a member of a team. The artistic
deepening of learned content fosters a creative imaginative and inner mobility.

Content Description
English/ Creative Arts

Morning Circle Classes 4-6
Practice Lessons

Students will learn to
•
Speak morning verses, greetings and verses to bring balance and focus
•
Speak Australian poetry and sing Australian bush ballads.
•
Speak verses from a diverse cultural and historical range including Northern Europe,
Ancient Cultures and Asia-Pacific.
•
Sing songs relating to the learning themes from the Topics, seasons, festivals
and daily rhythms
•
Play recorder, string instruments and percussion with increasing ability to read music
and perform at assemblies and concerts
•
Integrate mathematical tables and number patterns with body percussion and movement
•
Practice a range of mental arithmetic
•
Engage in folk dance and bean bag and movement games
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 2
CLASS 4
Contents:
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Overarching Themes
See the Overarching Themes for classes 1-6:
Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts
Morning Circle

Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6

Class 4 History
4.1
4.2

English/History
Science/English/History

4.4

History

4.6

Geography/Science/History

Myths of Northern Europe
The Art, Science and History of Writing
(Class 4/5)
Indigenous Legends:
End of the Dreaming
Geography of the Local Environment
/ Indigenous Life

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be
taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4
weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the content throughout
the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to
use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be
recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 4 CHILD AGED 9-10 YEARS

Developmental Stage

Curriculum Approach to History
Confidence in Their New Relationship to the World

A new confidence in their ability to meet the
world characterises this age. Children have
boundless energy and an eagerness to look at
the world and learn.
They are more interested in external
perception.

This new confidence is met with a year-long theme of
the myths of Northern Europe: the stories told by the
Vikings and other northern peoples express a robust
and resilient confidence in the face of overwhelming
challenges.
Poems and verses of local geography and history as
well as the animal kingdom are important.
Connection to Place

The children find their way into the space
This connection to place can be expressed in learning
round them more consciously. Not through
the geography, history and literature of early times in
play nor through physical work but through a
the local surroundings, in pioneer literature and in the
sense of place this is now possible. The
indigenous stories of Australia.
children should form a sense of where they
are in relation to their environment, both in a
social and geographical sense.
Cognitive Development
As the cognitive capacities unfold the abilities
Students have reached a stage of integrated language
to hold elements of classification into
development where the areas of language, literature
comparison and of physical space into
and literacy combine in a harmonious manner to
relationship are possible.
express and communicate meaning, emotion and
intention in a newly established sophisticated way.
Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work continues in a 3 day
Narrative has a strong descriptive element which
rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which
creates pictures of form and of environment which are
memory is imprinted through into the
integrated with practical experience. The rhythm
conscious awareness, habits and physical
concludes with a more conscious representation in
skills.
writing which comes to comparative concepts.
Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more While story is still used to bring initial pictures, the arts
deeply integrated into the body when they are of drawing, drama, poetry and song continue to
done in many different modalities.
provide other pathways to deepen learning.
Physical Development
The self-activity of the child brings about a
A new strength emerges that expresses a sense of
harmonising of the relationship of the
confidence in the physical body’s ability to meet the
breathing to the blood circulation. (Rawson
challenges of life.
and Richter, p40)
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Topic 4.1 English

The Myths of Northern Europe

Speaking and stepping the rhythms of alliterative poetry gives the children the experience that speech
carried on the breath can be filled by the rhythm of a slower or faster heartbeat. In speaking alliterative
poetry, the will element in speech is strengthened, an experience which enables the children to bring their
feeling life into strong connection with their breath and pulse, which has the effect of centering them, the
children can stand more firmly in life and orientate themselves in relation to their environment.
Rawson and Richter
Central Experiences of the Content
Around the age of 10 a confidence can be observed in the child’s relationship with the world: after the
existential sense of separation around 9 has passed, the child confronts the world as a more confident
self, confident in a newly established relationship with the surrounding world. Physical development
brings a new strength and agility. The myths of the Norsemen provide a literature that meets this new
found confidence: the robust resilience of these sea-faring peoples in their journeys was fired by the
imagery of their mythological world. The child of this age is equally inspired by the range of emotion, by
the sophistication of the narratives, the alliterative verse and by the strength of purpose of the characters
.Future Capacities
Unique among world mythologies, these stories have an end: Ragnarok, the last battle which ushers in
the new world of the current time, is also a metaphor for the end of childhood, the final glimpse of the
magical world of unity that pervades the child’s first experience of life. The growing individual now moves
into the world of adult rationality on a healthy foundation confidence and strength.

Content Description
English 4.1

Literature Topic: The Myths of Northern Europe

Content Description
Students will learn to:
 Listen to stories of the myths of Northern Europe, identify key images and use to share in
discussion;
 Read a range of literature based on the myths of Northern Europe
 Distinguish and use verb tenses of past, present and future
 Retrieve literal information from texts and when supported can make inferences e.g. infer a
character’s personality by their actions (such as Loki)
 Create imaginative literary texts based on the myths of Northern Europe developing storylines,
characters and settings and demonstrating increasing control over text structures and
language features
 Reread and edit for meaning, spelling and structure
 Recall and summarise the main ideas from written and spoken texts
 Consider the composition of visual elements in illustrations of texts representing the myths of
Northern Europe and how the meaning is enhanced by different choices
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Topic 4.2 Science/History/English

Technology Study
- The Art, Science and * History of Writing
* The History component is often done in Class 5.

Central Experiences of the Content
The Science and Art of Handwriting bring the students an experience of connection to the activity of
writing as an expression of inner orientation and stylistics. Just as they have gained confidence in their
ability to build a home and farm the land in Class 3 they now, through practical experience come to a
connection to the art of written communication.
The history focus begins with a mythological connection which addresses the human consciousness that
underpins representation of thought. It then moves to the unfoldment of the history of writing.
Future Capacities
When students are connected to their world and the technology they use, have made the tools
themselves they learn to be more careful and respectful of their own and others belongings.
In addition, modern research suggests that the earlier educational focus on handwriting, with its stress on
beauty and perfection of form, practice of different styles and fluidity may have had a beneficial effect on
cognitive function. Students learn the art of fluent handwriting and calligraphy which builds an ability for
calm focus and inner as well as outer balance and harmony of form.

Content Description
Science/English/History 4.2

Topic: The Art, Science, *History of Writing

Content Description
Students will learn to:
Make some writing implements;
Explore materials that have been used for writing and recording;
Practice calligraphy with pen and ink;
Refine the style and flow of their handwriting;
Understand at a simple level the history and development of writing
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Topic 4.4 History/ English

Indigenous Legends: End of the Dreaming

Central Experiences of the Content
The students extend their sense of place by being grounded in the indigenous legends of Australia. From
the earlier tales and stories of Year 1, the students meet this traditional material on a new level of
awareness, combining legendary elements with the historical. From the simple “fairy tale” like stories of
Year 1, the students can now move to more detailed and depth rendering of stories of more complexity
such as the Rainbow Serpent, the All-Father, totems and the Songlines.
Stories of the meetings of the first colonists with the indigenous inhabitants can be given in imaginative
form or in simple historical narrative. Students will learn aspects of the indigenous experience in their own
locality as well as in general from across the continent, such as the Songlines.
Future Capacities
As future Australian citizens an awareness and sympathetic understanding of both the traditional
indigenous worldview and the impact which foreign occupation had on this worldview are fundamental
and formative.

Content Description
History/ English

4.4

Topic: Indigenous Legends: End of the Dreaming
Content Description
Students will learn to:
Describe key elements of the indigenous Australian worldview particularly The Dreaming and its
nature; the longevity of Australia’s first people and their connection to Place and Country
Demonstrate beginning skills in organising information

Use indexes, tables of contents and headings in simple information texts to retrieve
information
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Topic 4.6 Geography/Science/History

The Local Region/Geography/Science/History/Mapping

We endeavour in an artistic way to give the children a kind of picture of the hills and rivers and other
features of their immediate surroundings. We work out with the children an elementary map of the
immediate neighbourhood they are growing up in and therefore know. We try to teach the children what it
means when you change your point of view from being within a neighbourhood to seeing it from the
outside, from the air. We go through the process of transforming a landscape into a map, taking at first
the landscape they know. We attempt to teach them how the rivers flow through the district, that is we
actually draw the system of rivers and streams on the map …It is good to work with colours….Then we
add the map to the other things that are linked to the way people live. We put in all the configurations of
the district, drawing the children’s attention as we go- here is the part where the fruit trees are planted, so
we draw in the fruit trees and so we bring the map to life for the children.
Rudolf Steiner
Central Experiences of the Content
The students extend their connection to include firstly the whole area bounded by all their homes and the
route to the school and then the wider region of their geographical landscape. They begin to form
connections to the mountains or valleys and their vegetation. The possibilities that the geographical
landscape affords the development of human civilisation are revealed. This leads to understanding of the
historical development of the region from indigenous life to early settlement; where the towns were built,
travel was possible and food could be grown.
Future Capacities
When the students have an understanding of the relationship between the human being and the natural
environment, its gifts and limitations they are more able to predict the repercussions of the denuding of
the environment by society. They have come to see where balance in geographical relationship is
possible and where historically, that balance has been lost.

Content Description
Geography/History/Science/Maths 4.6
Topic: The Local Region/Geography/Science/History
Students will learn to:
Estimate, measure and record distances of the natural landscape and visualise a bird’s eye view for a
map. Create a map of the region using a scale, a frame and a key.
Describe directions on the map and locate features on a grid.
Observe, describe, draw and identify local animals and plants and their environment.
Explore the way the living things in the environment interact, their food source and their connection to
water supply.
Explore and reflect on suitable clothing, supplies, cooking and shelter for their trip in the natural
environment.
Work in cooperative groups, manage their own packs/ provisions and behave ethically in the natural
environment.
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Achievement Standards Class 4
Students experience immersion in the Northern European mythologies which bring experience of
courage and of the receding presence of the gods, Indigenous stories which bring transcendent
pictures of creation, the Dreaming and place as well as the local area and its landscapes, flora, fauna
and built environment. They are involved in Festivals and Celebrations.
Students engage in practical exploration, mapping and camping in the local environment and
experiencing ways of building shelters and preparing food used by the indigenous peoples. They
participate in verse, drama and artwork from cultural stories.
They investigate and integrate different sources and perspectives on the local area and its
geographical and climatic background in relation to development of the area and the indigenous ways of
life.
Students understand and record the relationships between history, geography, literary sources and
the development of communities in the wider local area and indigenous life, using timelines
They communicate: Write historical narratives and reports using appropriate terms accompanied by
drawing, speaking about and performing in drama and music. They make items from history topics in
class and group projects and performances.
General Capabilities Class 4
Literacy
Literacy skills are developed through the recitation of the rich language, imagery and alliterative verse of
the mythological world of the Norsemen. The Science, Art and History of Handwriting develops aesthetic
and fluent writing styles. Calligraphy schools the sense of balance and harmony of form in handwriting.
The content of Aboriginal myths and history brings more complex writing of texts and Geography of the
Local Region begins more individual journal work with maps and drawings.
Numeracy
Numeracy is developed through mapping skills of the region in Topic 4.6.
ICT
Although digital ICT skills begin in Stage 3, the emerging confidence with technology is an important step.
From the forge to copper work and camping equipment they take responsibility for safe and skillful use of
technology. In the making of a pen, handmade paper and use of ink they experience the beginnings of
the history of writing and communication.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, is nourished by the continuing stream of world mythologies. Recall of visual images
and daily illustration of mythological history works with the imaginative dimension.
Critical or conceptual thinking is still linked to the world and is found in the local area and region
studies when they see how the environment was developed in relation to the geography and how
indigenous life related to the food and materials of the environment.
Ethical Behaviour
Resilience and self- responsibility in the camping experience as well as connection to nature foster future
ethical relationship to the environment.
Personal and Social Competence
The cooperation between students in planning the food and shelter of the camp and living in community
develops personal and social skills. During hiking and camping the students support and uplift each other
when tiredness or cold effects them.
Intercultural Understanding
The Topics of Indigenous Legends and Myths of Northern Europe bring diverse cultures to the children.
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Cross Curriculum Perspectives Class 4
 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
Students lear about the traditional worldview of aboriginal people. .
 Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
The broad experience of diverse cultures on which the curriculum is based continues to build a
tolerance for diversity and difference in general, which indirectly promotes a sense of connection with
all other cultures, including Asia. Reading material is promoted which enhances understandings of
Asia, and Australia’s engagement with Asia.
 Sustainability:
The sense of separation of self and world is now established. The continued emphasis on
imaginative learning builds a bridge into Nature through the enhance sympathy that imaginative
thinking promotes, in contrast to the subject-object separation that traditional intellectual thinking can
provide.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 2
CLASS 5

Contents:
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Overarching Themes
See the Overarching Themes for classes 1-6:
Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts
Morning Circle

Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6

Class 5 History
5.1

History / English

5.2
5.4

History / English
History/ Geography

Ancient Cultures Asia / Pacific /
Ancient India, Ancient Persia,
Babylon, Ancient Egypt,
Ancient Greece: Mythology and Culture
History and Geography of the Region
and State / Indigenous Life

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be
taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4
weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the content throughout
the year. Topic numbers may not be sequential as they are integrated across subjects.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to
use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be
recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE
CLASS 5 CHILD AGED 10-11 YEARS
Developmental Stage
Curriculum Approach To English
Strengthening of Individual Relationship to the World
The experience and sense of self grows and the
This sense of self and of the connected whole is met in
individual will comes from this developing centre.
History with the study of the evolution of the consciousness
To balance this, the consciousness of the
of the human being. The culture, mythological pictures of
interrelatedness of the whole develops both in the
significant beliefs or events and immersion in the artistic,
feeling life and emergent thinking.
musical and literary impulses are deeply experienced.
Connection to Time
Out of the growing memory powers, the sense for
time has developed. Memory allows for looking
back and planning the future and, combined with
deepening feeling, for the emergence of
conscience and responsibility. (Rawson and
Richter, 2000*

Now the conscious engagement with history deepens and
the students come to a picture and experience of the stream
of time of ancient worlds and their culture (eg architecture,
farming and building) and mythology, their lands and heroes.
In Australian history the Indigenous life and settlement are
encompassed.

Affective Development
During this age, moving forward with the
confidence to meet the world out of their
individuality, the children can now freely chose to
connect to the other through empathy. A depth of
feeling can be noticed and a sense of personal
responsibility, of moral compass.

In grammar the passive voice is studied in which the
experience of the other is paramount. History, through
narrative, is humanity’s story, experienced through both
sympathy and antipathy. The feeling life is expressed and
evidenced through focus on the beauty of their main lesson
books, their class relationships and even the grace of their
movement. In History/Physical Education the Olympic ideal
of beauty as well as skill and of the greater good of the whole
over the individual are paramount.

Cognitive Development
The development of sense or picture free
concepts continues but is not yet primary.
Comprehending realistic descriptions and
reasoning through events is a focus not only
individually formed pictures. The basic rules,
processes and structures of literacy and numeracy
are generally in place, built on a firm foundation of
rhythmic and pictorial/concrete work as well as
frequent skills practice so that now emergent
intellectual faculties can, by the end of the year,
be drawn upon more consciously.

The study of grammar becomes ever more conscious and
the students can take different narrative perspectives in their
historical diary reports.
Pure observation of form and characteristics of eg leaves or
symmetries of flowers in Botany wakens the objective
perception as well as maintaining the sense of wonder which
can be expressed in descriptive language.

Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work continues in a 2 or 3 day
rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which
memory is imprinted through into the conscious
awareness, habits and physical skills.

Step 1: In Class 5 the narrative element is joined by more
observation, excursions, camps and teacher-guided reading
as learning experiences.
Step 2: Recall is not just story based but focuses space and
time in maps and diaries, observations.
Step 3: The students own work may begin to include
change of perspective and extension of scope eg a diary
entry from the point of view of a settler or convict.

Artistic Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more
deeply integrated into the body when they are
done in many different modalities.

The study of ancient cultures affords an opportunity to
integrate learning through the experience of music, dances,
foods, crafts and mythologies which all bring a greater depth
of learning than conceptual analysis at this age.

Physical Development
“The child attains a certain ease and grace of
movement ….movement that is co-ordinated,
balanced and harmonious is a key-note of the
developmental phase. The child experiences a
growth in length; sustained physical effort is within
his or her grasp.” (Rawson and Richter, 2000)

The Olympic ideal is the counterpart to their historical studies
and incorporates the grace, strength, will to strive and unity
amongst countries of the world. In striving physically to do
the best in the original skills at a regional Olympic games
they test themselves.

*Rawson and Richter (2000) The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum
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Topics 5.1-5.2

History

Ancient Cultures

Having lived in the world of the fairy-tale, legend and myth in the first four years the children now are
ready for the borderland between mythology and history proper. Through vast pictures of human
evolution we move from the dawn of prehistory in the ancient culture of India to the eastward campaigns
of Alexander the Great. Stories from these ancient civilizations give an historical picture of the human
being in his development into the material world, which parallel the child’s own descent into the world of
matter; we are giving the children a picture of their own evolution.
A Jacobson

Central Experience of the Content
The students are given symptomatic examples of major changes in human consciousness. The
mythologies and outer events give pictures of inner processes beneath the surface. The children
recapitulate the stages of consciousness in a direct arts-integrated experience through story, verse,
dance, art and drama.
Ancient India/Persia/Babylon
In the stories of Manu, of Ganga, of Arjuna and Krishna we give the children a glimpse of a civilization that resisted
an involvement with the world of the senses, steeped in Maya, a dream world where time was less urgent. The
children experience a major contrast when the stories of ancient Persia are introduced. Zarathustra, who was born
laughing, brings agriculture and husbandry as tools against the powers of darkness. These legends bring a powerful
picture of the struggling human being able to choose between good and evil. In the Avesta, every lie is the servant of
Ahriman, the power of the dark, who is the great living lie. Moving to the Near East and the land that is now Iraq, we
find the great story of Gilgamesh. The friendship of Gilgamesh and Eabani speaks inwardly to the children, who
grieve with Gilgamesh when Eabani dies and understand his longing when he sets off on his journey to find Eabani in
the spirit at least.

In ancient Egypt the children find themselves for the first time in an age that has left us monuments, works of art
and written records on papyri and clay tablets. The Egyptian strongly felt the lawfulness and beauty of the world and
became recorders of cosmic measures and relationships. With the great story of Isis and Osiris, the children enter
with enthusiasm into Egyptian life.

With the transition to Greece, the children feel that they have come home. Never before and never again will
they enjoy this same beautiful harmony and balance between the lightness of the young child and the maturing
weight of their earthly body. In the Greek experience the physical is permeated by the ideal; the human being is a
joyful citizen of the world not yet lost in materialism. From the tale of Troy, we journey to the development of the citystates and daily Greek life. From Plato, who thought in cosmic images, we move to Aristotle, who laid the foundations
for the rational, logical world to come. His pupil, Alexander, carries Hellenistic thought back in the direction of ancient
India and aspires to an empire where all are equal.

A Jacobson 2009
Future Capacities
The students come to experience themselves as heir to the ages, now taking their place to move forward
in our times.

Topic

5.1 A :

Ancient Cultures:

India

Content Description
Students learn about
 The transition from earlier cultures; Asia/Pacific- Mythologies from eg Asian, Pacific, Mayan,
Toltec or Aztec cultures; the story of Manu
 Mythological content from the ancient Indian Vedas, Upanishads and the Bhagavadgita.
 Stories of Manu, Ganga, Arjuna and Krishna; the gods
 The caste system, concepts of maya and cycles of life
 Indian festivals, food, art, dance, recitation and music
 Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
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Topic

5.1 B :

Ancient Cultures:

Persia and Babylon

Students learn about
 Ancient Persian Culture- development of sedentary communities, farming and animal
husbandry
 The experience of the duality of light and dark
 The life of Zarathustra and direct communion with the spiritual worlds
 Texts from the Avesta and Bundahesh
 The Epic of Gilgamesh
 Cuneiform script
 Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3

Topic 5.1 C :
Ancient Cultures : Egypt
Students learn to
 Study stories from Egyptian mythology and work with artistic and written language forms for
expression of these stories
 Reflect on the world of the Pharaohs; priests and judges and other professions.
 Study the connection to the spiritual worlds through the portal of death; mummification and
burial rites, pyramids, royal graves
 Know about the daily life and understand the geography of the Nile Valley and its impact on the
culture and irrigation systems.
 Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
 Sequence historical people and events and use historical terms

Topic 5.2 Ancient Greece English/History
As the soul is immortal and has seen all things here and in the underworld, there is nothing which it has
not learned; so it is in no way surprising that it can recollect the things it knew before, both about virtue
and about other things. As the whole of nature is akin, and the soul has learned everything, nothing
prevents a man after recalling one thing only- a process men call learning- from discovering everything
else for himself, if he is brave and does not tire of the search, for searching and learning are, as a whole,
recollection.
Socrates

Topic 5.2

Ancient Cultures :Greece

Students will learn of
 The literature of the Iliad or Odyssey
 The history and literature of the rise of Sparta and Athens
 The history and literature of the Persian Wars
 The history and literature of the Age of Pericles
 Experiences of Ancient Greek culture pertaining to human freedom, beauty and balance of the
human body, love of the word, joy.
 Greek philosophy, the lives of Plato and Aristotle.
 Experiences of beauty, balance, sculpture and architecture,
 The life of Alexander the Great (could be done in Class 6)
 Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
 Sequence historical people and events and use historical terms
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Topic 5.4
Geography/Science/History/English
Topic: Indigenous life / The Local Region/State
We endeavour in an artistic way to give the children a kind of picture of the hills and rivers and other
features of their immediate surroundings. We work out with the children an elementary map of the
immediate neighbourhood they are growing up in and therefore know. We try to teach the children
what it means when you change your point of view form being within a neighbourhood to seeing it from
the outside, from the air. We go through the process of transforming a landscape into a map, taking at
first the landscape they know. We attempt to teach them how the rivers flow through the district, that is
we actually draw the system of rivers and streams on the map …It is good to work with colours….Then
we add the map to the other things that are linked to the way people live. We put in all the
configurations of the district, drawing the children’s attention as we go- here is the part where the fruit
trees are planted, so we draw in the fruit trees and so we bring the map to life fro the children.
Rudolf Steiner
The spatial awareness of geography itself (helps the awareness of history). Just as some, perhaps all,
earlier cultures identified their land with the biography of their people, so too children develop a
consciousness of events in time through an understanding of place. In particular the relationship of
human activity to nature reveals our story. It tells us why communities settled here, what they did, how
they lived, and this tells us something about who they were and this is where history begins.
Richter and Rawson
Central Experiences of the Content
The students extend their connection to include firstly the whole area bounded by all their homes and
the route to the school and then the wider region of their geographical landscape. The child’s sense of
place and of time is developed to include the whole of their region and state. The overlap between
human, economic and social geography merges with history. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples and their land is the background to the study of the settlement and colonisation of Australia.
They begin to form connections to the mountains or valleys and their vegetation. The possibilities that
the geographical landscape affords the development of human civilisation are revealed. This leads to
understanding of the historical development of the region from indigenous life to early settlement;
where the towns were built, travel was possible and food could be grown. Stories of the meetings of
the first colonists with the Indigenous inhabitants can be given in imaginative form or in simple
historical narrative.
Future Capacities
When the students have an understanding of the relationship between the human being and the
natural environment, its gifts and limitations they are more able to predict the repercussions of the
denuding of the environment by society. They have come to see where balance in geographical
relationship is possible and where historically balance is lost.
Rather than intellectual discussion the students come to a natural experience of the impact of
colonisation on indigenous peoples. As future Australian citizens an awareness and sympathetic
understanding of both the traditional indigenous worldview and the impact which foreign occupation
had on this worldview are fundamental and formative. They also are strengthened by the stories of
the endurance and vision in the new settlers in a sometimes harsh environment. They gain inner
experience of the strength of pioneers and the indigenous love of Country.
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Content Organiser
History/Geography/Science
Topic: 5.4 Discovery of Australia: History /Geography /Science/English
Content Description
Students will learn to:
Hear, investigate, illustrate and write about the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people- their
culture, beliefs, languages and social organisation and the significance of the Dreaming.
Describe and map early European contact of explorers and navigators with Australia and nearby
regions and their impact on Aboriginal families, communities and the environment.
Use and describe locations on maps using a grid system, the four directions and scale distances.
Hear, recall, investigate and describe the journey and arrival of the First Fleet.
Pose questions about the past and locate relevant historical information from sources provided eg
diaries, maps.
Identify traces of the past in historical features of the local area eg buildings
Identify different perspectives eg a settlers and indigenous person’s first view.
Sequence historical people and events and use historical terms eg navigation, convicts.
Plan and develop historical writing and use a range of communication forms- oral, models, charts,
picture stories, music and drama.
Recognise viewpoints and interpretations of historical events

Achievement Standards Class 5
Students experience immersion in mythologies, narratives and cultural and artistic experiences of the
Ancient Cultures of Asia Pacific, India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece as well as the Regional and
State history of Australia. They participate in Festivals and Celebrations.
Students work with enthusiasm to engage in cultural music and dance, artistic forms and mythological
story recall from ancient cultures and Australian history. eg Australian History: mapping, drawing scenes
from narratives, dramatic presentations; cooking or craft work from pioneer times, camping, bush food
and Australian poetry.
Students Investigate and integrate different sources and perspectives on the state and regional
history of Australia and the Ancient Cultures of India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece. They identify
and locate books and pictures to research their historical questions. They can change perspectives to
write about historical events from diaries and logs.
They understand and record the relationships between history, geography, literary sources,
development of communities and festivals in the Australian region and state. They understand the
historical characteristics of the Ancient Cultures.
Students communicate through writing historical narratives and reports, drawing and painting,
performing in drama and music and making items from history topics in class, group and individual
projects and performances about Australian regional and state history and Ancient Cultures. They
prepare annotated timelines and use appropriate historical terms.
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General Capabilities – Class 5
Literacy
The historical perspectives support the work with the passive voice in the figures in the mythologies and
in historical biographies. Work with direct and reported speech from history also supports literacy. They
write with a richer vocabulary and syntax about the human feelings and struggles throughout
mythological and written history.
Numeracy
Historical perspectives on the history of mathematics support numeracy as the students study the
Babylonian, Egyptian and Greek mathematical frameworks especially the work of Pythagoras.
ICT
Handcrafts and the beginning of woodwork bring development of more complex design patterns eg in
four/five needle knitting and in the making of simple wooden utensils and shapes with rasp, file and
Critical and Creative Thinking
The rich breadth of mythologies of the ancient world brings daily stories of other cultures and different
historical forms of consciousness. From the spiritual focus of Ancient India to the Babylonian awareness
of the stars; the Egyptian preoccupation with death to the awareness of beauty of form and philosophy in
Greece, the students experience stimulus to both creative and conceptual thinking. The perspectives on
European occupation of the lands of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are still narrative based but
the students experience the world of the other.

Ethical Behaviour
The work with the passive voice in history studies supports the development of empathy. When the
experience of the other is the focus of our writing and thoughts then we are able to take a different
perspective which has a moral quality. The mythologies have spiritual/moral dimensions - Greek
mythologies have been termed pictures of initiation. (Hiermann).
Personal and Social Competence
Further longer camping experiences in regional areas require the ongoing development of skills in
cooperation, developing harmony between groups and supporting each other in challenging activities.
Intercultural Understanding
Class 5 is a special year in cultural studies. Ancient India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece are
brought. Particularly the culture of Greece and the Olympic Games ideal which promotes world
understanding. Australian history looks at the Aboriginal Culture and promotes understanding of the
effects of the European colonization.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 5
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the consideration of the impact
of European settlement on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities in the integrated
History/Geography Topic.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures.
Sustainability
The mythologies and histories of Ancient Cultures contain pictures of connection to nature that build
strong perspectives in the students e.g. Persia and the beginning of Agriculture; the Nile River in Egypt
and the importance for farming.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 2
CLASS 6
Contents:
Child Development and Curriculum Overview
Central Content and Future Capacities
Overarching Themes
See the Overarching Themes for classes 1-6:
Celebrations Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts
Morning Circle

Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6
Stage 2 – class 4-6

Class 6 Topics
6.1
6.4

History /English
History / English

Ancient Rome / History of the Roman Empire
History of Australia

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be
taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4
weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the content throughout
the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to
use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be
recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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YEAR 6: PROFILE OF DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE OF THE 12 YEAR OLD STUDENT
PHYSICAL GROWTH
In Class 6, the students reach 12 years of age, beginning the last phase of childhood. They are
beginning to feel the double constraint: the weight and inertia of their body, and the time/space
limitations of the world outside of their inner experience. They must learn how to live in their bodies in a
new way. Whereas earlier the body is carried by the life of the muscles, the movement of the 12 year
old is more under the influence of the weight of the skeletal system. It begins to lose the natural rhythm
and grace of the younger child; the point of balance, attained over the preceding year, appears to be
lost and they can become awkward and clumsy.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Class 6 historical studies work with the child’s need to experience the practical, imaginative and
intellectual. Intellectual investigations of historical themes are balanced by creative, practical and
physical explorations: movement, theatre, role-play, excursions and camps. Historical studies are
integrated with English, the Arts, Geography and Science.
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
After the empathy and compassion of Class 5 the opportunity now is for the birth of conscience. Out of
their newly developing ability to see cause and effect and to feel the effects of their actions on others
they are able to write from multiple perspectives and to formulate clear, conscious observation.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The Class 6 child’s increasingly focused sense of self is reflected in the year’s history content. The
study of ancient Rome begins in mythology with Romulus and Remus; it moves to biographies of flesh
and blood figures of history and to events whose monuments still stand in our own time. The students
experience historical periods through the study of ordinary and extraordinary events, through study of
daily life and biography. In their studies of Ancient Rome and Australian history they look at events
from the point of view of a range of participants. Now that they work with cause and effect it is
important that they consider contrasting personalities, values and opinions. Forming a strong cohesive
social unit should be an objective of the lessons.
COGNITIVE MATURATION
The student in Class 6 is developing new faculties of intellectual thought, but it is still too early for the
formal development of deductive thinking, logical thought processes and the analytical-critical function.
The experience of gravity in the skeleton marks the beginning of causative thinking in the cognitive
realm. They discern between perceptions. In class 6 the activity of judgement begins in a preliminary
way in the arrangement of sense perceptions.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Imaginative pictures continue to inspire the students, but like the Ancient Roman our 12 year old now
stands solidly upon the earth. The students crave facts and understanding of their relationship to one
another. Standing as they do on the uncertain threshold of a new phase of development the students
find a sense of security and clarity through pursuing historical questions of causality. Students are
given opportunities to exercise their ability to perceive and articulate different sides of an argument.
They are encouraged to enquire and reflect before forming an opinion.
MORAL CAPACITY
Students at twelve years of age begin to understand the concept of causality in connection with their
behaviour. They can increasingly take responsibility for their actions by considering the implications
and consequences of rules in the home, classroom and society. Increased student interest in the world
is extended to include ecological awareness and respect for different cultures
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
In studies of Ancient history tales of heroes and great deeds inspire an aspiration to the noble and
good. The Romans felt their own individuality but realised the rights of others. Students reflect on the
characters and actions of significant historical figures. They investigate questions around rights,
freedom and responsibilities in the historical context and in the classroom. In studies of Australian
history material is chosen that acknowledges many different stories and perspectives but which help
develop in the student a sense of place and belonging.
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HISTORY 6.1
Topic: History Of Ancient Rome
“….Rome! ‘tis thine alone with awful sway,
To rule mankind and make the world obey,
Disposing peace and war thine own majestic way.
To tame the proud, the fettered slave to free,
These are imperial arts and worthy thee.”

-

Virgil

Central Experiences of the Content
The study of Ancient Rome provides the theme and key Main Lessons of Class 6, integrating language
and literature, geography, science and art. The sense of order of the Roman world particularly addresses
the needs of the Class 6 child now standing at the threshold of adolescence. The study of Ancient Rome
gives a picture of a people establishing a new relationship with the world, separating themselves from
their gods and learning to develop their own laws and structures.
The lessons span the historical distance between the mythical world and events whose monuments stand
in our own time. From the legend of Romulus and Remus studies move to biographies of flesh and blood
figures of history and the exploration of everyday life. Studies cover the period from the founding of Rome
to its fall and lead on to the study of the rise of Christianity and Islam and the Arthurian legends.
Future Capacities
The students will continue to develop an appreciation for the evolution of culture. Tales of daily life
facilitate a sense of historical empathy. The tales of the heroes and of great deeds instil an aspiration to
the noble and good in humankind. Students come to recognise that civilisations including our own have
their own unique features and that change, in even the greatest civilisations can be brought about by
actions of individuals - great and small.

Content Organiser
History 6.1

Topic: THE HISTORY OF ANCIENT ROME

Content Description
Students will learn to:
 Identify the location and describe the rise of the Roman Republic
 Describe the expansion of the Roman empire including the political and geographic factors in its
growth
 Understand the importance of historical and mythical figures related to the period
 Explore significant events and characteristics of the period
 Describe the government of the Roman Republic
 Describe the social structures, beliefs and customs of the society
 Describe aspects of daily life of the period
 Appreciate the tangible and intangible legacies of Roman art and architecture, technology and
science, literature, language and law
 Describe the events of the beginnings of Christianity and Islam
Historical and English Skills
 Sequence historical people and events; pose questions about the Roman times and locate
information from sources.
 Use tables, diagrams, maps and graphs to express ideas.
 Participate in discussions, developing ideas and evaluating information
 Select and research a variety of sources using structural features
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Topic 6.4 History

Australian History

Central Experiences of the Content
Students now examine in more detail European colonisation of Australia and the expansion of white
settlement. They will consider the impact of white settlement on indigenous people at a local and national
level. Through stories and representative biographies, through images, poetry and primary sources the
students are given an enduring picture of the human experience and this period of the developing nation.
The period of the gold rush and its social, economic and cultural impact is studied. History, geography,
art and literature are integrated to bring the students to a thorough narrative understanding of Australian
History from colonisation up to Federation.

Future Capacities
In studying history’s stories we are studying the stories of humanity in the context of a time we can only
imagine. To recreate the past we turn to documents and primary sources; we use voices from the past in
whatever form they come to us. We look to writers and researchers who have taken the path before us.
Essentially though the recreation of the past is an exercise of imagination and empathy, one that gives us
a sense of the past and brings us some understanding of how our society came to be. The study of the
stories of people who travelled to Australia from many lands, the journey of family and nation together
gives the young person a sense of purpose and belonging. Study of the dilemmas and decisions of
individuals, great and small, in the face of challenge and adversity both inspires and provides the student
questions against which they may test their own developing moral sense.

Content Organiser
History 6.4

Topic: AUSTRALIAN HISTORY

Content Description
The students will learn to:
 Identify and describe key events in the history of Australia up to Federation including the
reasons for establishment of the colony, the nature and patterns of settlement, daily life and
changes to the environment’; the Eureka Stockade, exploration, early immigrants and
expansion of farming; including key figures and events that lead to Australia’s Federation
including British and American influences on Australia’s system of law and government.
 Identify and describe geographical features of historical significance
 Identity and describe the lives and contributions of significant individuals or groups to the
shaping of the colony eg explorers, farmers, entrepreneurs, artists, writers, humanitarians,
religious and political leaders, and Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples
 Identify and describe the lives and contributions of individuals and groups from a variety of
cultural backgrounds including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders and migrants , to the
development of Australian society, for example in areas such as the economy, education,
science, the arts, sport
 Describe the lifestyle and organisation of indigenous communities and the impact of European
settlement
 Identify significant personalities and events in early contact between Europeans and
Aboriginal, their status and resistance to dispossession
 Identify experiences of Australian democracy and citizenship, including the status and rights of
Aboriginal people and/or Torres Strait Islanders, migrants, and women.
 The reasons people migrated to Australia from Europe and Asia and the experiences and
contributions of a particular migrant group within a colony
 Identify and appreciate characteristics of early Australian literature and art works
 Identify and describe some of the environmental impacts of changing land use
 Sequence historical people and events; use historical terms and concepts, pose questions
about the times and locate and compare information from range of sources.
 Identify and locate a range of relevant sources; locate information related to inquiry questions
in a range of sources and compare information from a range of sources.Identify and compare
points of view and develop historical writing and oral presentations based on sources which
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include artistic work.
Identify viewpoints of different experiences of colonisation in the past and present
Understand how different dialects developed from British language and indigenous and migrant
influences.



Achievement Standards Class 6
By the end of Year 6, the students identify and describe key events, people and ideas of the historical
eras studied, and how they relate to one another in time. They identify some of the tangible and
intangible legacies of the past in the art, architecture, technology, science, literature, language and law of
the modern world. Students use a variety of maps and documents to identify physical and cultural
features of historical eras studied. They understand the significance of the contribution of individuals and
groups. They sequence events and compose historical texts such as narratives and description using
historical terms and concepts. They pose historical questions and carry out planned research using a
range of primary and secondary sources, identifying different experiences and points of view.
In the study of Australian history students have a broad geographic and political understanding of how
Australia was established. They identify and describe changes in Australian society over the last 200
years, and understand the influence of other countries and cultures on the development of Australia.

General Capabilities
Literacy
In Class 6 the Roman History leads to skills in debating in accord with the times studied.
ICT
Students undertake research using varied written and visual sources which prepares them for the
beginning of digital research in Class 8.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The awareness and skill developed in historical research and multiple viewpoints develops thinking
capacities.
Ethical Behaviour
The study of Roman History brings many opportunities for ethical considerations as humanity both
became concerned for individual rights but also fell to social disharmony.
Personal and Social Competence
.The camp with its historical/Geographical and scientific theme brings ever more opportunities for both
independence and cooperation.
Intercultural Understanding
Consideration of Australian History looks at both Aboriginal and migrant perspectives.
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Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 6
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the consideration of the impact
of European expansion of settlement on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities in the
integrated History/Geography Topic 6.4.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures which now looks at
the Roman Empire and its spread throughout the world and impact on other cultures.
Sustainability
The Australian environment, both when Europeans arrived and as farming spread, is a topic for
consideration.
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HISTORY
CORE CURRICULUM TOPICS
HIGH SCHOOL
STAGES 3 and 4

YEAR 7
History 7.1
History 7.2

The Middle Ages
The Renaissance

YEAR 8
History 8.1
History 8.2

The Age of Revolutions
The Industrial Revolution

YEAR 9
History 9.1
History 9.2

The Making of the Modern World
Australian History to the Modern Era

YEAR 10
History 10.1 Early Human Societies
History 10.2 Ancient Cultures
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 3
YEAR 7
Contents:
Developmental Profile
Topics
The Middle Ages
The Renaissance World

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can
be taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons)
over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the
content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are
able to use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year:
content can be recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice
lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
Links to Other Learning Areas
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YEAR 7: PROFILE OF DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE OF THE 13 YEAR OLD STUDENT
PHYSICAL GROWTH
In Class 7, the students reach 13 years of age, and become teenagers. There is still accelerated
growth in the limbs, and an associated awkwardness in movement. Sexual identity and capacity
becomes established – in advance of psychological development, and the students become very
conscious or self-conscious about their bodies. Sporadic bursts of energy and willingness to engage in
physical activity vie with periods of lethargy.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The period of inner development, of new perceptions and impulses resonates with the theme of great
change and new perspectives that developed during the Renaissance. Students research and discuss
topics more independently and in cooperative learning groups. It is important to waken an active
interest in the world, which will serve to offer some balance with a characteristic preoccupation with the
self.
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
There is a growing sense of self within the students, with a new relationship being established with the
world as a teenager. This can manifest in the challenging of adult authority, and yearning for
independence. This desire for independence and solitude is accompanied by feelings of anxiety,
sensitivity, embarrassment and subdued introspection. There are significant differences between the
way boys and girls deal with the onset of adolescence, and students tend to form strong friendships in
small, tight-knit groups of their own gender. Students may develop crushes on teachers, sporting
figures, actors, popular musicians etc as they search for role models and long to take their place in the
adult world.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The Class 7 students continue to form strong connections to information through their feelings. The
quality of imagination is still an important ingredient in their reception of intellectual material. History is
enlivened through biographies; enduring pictures of historical events can be brought through the inner
experience of participants.
COGNITIVE MATURATION
This is the final stage of the second seven year phase, during which we witness the birth of the rational
intellect out of the rich imaginative life of feeling. Conceptual thinking starts to come to the fore, and the
student begins to develop critical abilities. Students are eager to expand their knowledge of the wider
world. Steiner indications place the introduction of ‘formal operations’ and abstract thinking in the
thirteenth year.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The students are increasingly given opportunities to exercise the faculty for independent thought. They
are encouraged to make accurate observations and to produce accurate historical narratives and
reports. More challenging intellectual exploration of ideas is facilitated through the practical, artistic and
imaginative elements of the lessons. Students are encouraged to identify and articulate a range of
points of view including their own. They are supported to develop the skills to effectively communicate
their observations, ideas and opinions.
A connecting theme through this and the following year in the study of societies is the change in
consciousness and the development of the idea of individuality as we experience it in the modern
world.
MORAL CAPACITY
Rudolf Steiner described this stage as the development of ‘earth’ maturity, meaning that the students
now fully engage with the wider outer world, while developing personal, individualised judgements
about the truth. Students are encouraged to take initiatives and to challenge attitudes and knowledge
which they formerly accepted on authority and in this way to formulate their own point of view. In the
striving for individuality, students are encouraged to accept that others see the world differently.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
At this age the students need to exercise their growing capacity for independent judgement. The
students have begun to look at causality and examine historical material from a number of
perspectives. Historical thinking involves the ability to assume another’s perspective; this can be used
by the young person to examine the world that they live in, and to inform decisions and actions they
have to make in navigating a path through a complex world. Consideration of the dilemmas, decisions,
actions and consequences of historical figures provides a guide and a testing of the child’s growing
awareness of the responsibility of individual freedom.
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HISTORY 7.1

Topic: THE MIDDLE AGES

‘… if you can move children to respond with strong feelings to the good and evil that appears in history,
then you have laid the foundations of a sound moral sense for life.’
Charles Kovacs
Central Experiences of the Content
The study of the Medieval period brings students experiences that touch both their intellectual and feeling
life. The Medieval age, characterised by the movement and chaos that precedes the manifestation of a
new impulse, mirrors the period of uncertainty experienced by the child in early adolescence.
The students investigate the outcomes of the disorder that followed the fall of Rome. They study the rise
of feudalism and its positive and negative contributions to people’s lives. They learn about knighthood
with its banner of chivalry and honour and they study the crusades from both Christian and Muslim
viewpoints. In learning about the journeys and encounters of the Crusaders the students develop an
awareness of the scientific and cultural impulses brought to Europe from the world of Islam. They learn of
the subsequent developments in science, trade, communication, travel, art and banking that led to the
dawn of a new age.
Students will have opportunities to reflect on the lasting legacy of the middle ages evident in the
governance, language and culture of the 21st century.
While the teacher must select from a vast amount of historical material, it is most important to leave the
students with a sense of the change of consciousness that arose. The study of symptomatic biographies
is useful in giving students a sense of the period and the new perceptions that arose.
Future Capacities
The students will develop an appreciation of the complexities of societies - then and now. The multiperspectival approach encourages the development of empathy, a quality essential to the practice of
tolerance. Reflections of the knighthood, its code of honour, the study of lives of figures such as St
Francis and Joan of Arc give students examples of human greatness and moral strength.

Content Organiser
History 7.1

Topic: THE MIDDLE AGES

Content Description
Students will learn to:
 Identify the origins and key features of this historical period
 Describe how different groups of people lived in Medieval times
 Understand the socio-political structures of Medieval Europe
 Appreciate the impact made by significant people and events of the period
 Identify the factors that contributed to the climate of change
 Identify and appreciate the influence of the Northern invaders, Islam and Christianity in Medieval
times
 Compare Medieval Europe with the medieval civilizations of Japan, China and Africa.
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History 7.2

Topic: THE RENAISSANCE WORLD

‘It is important to show students the new way in which people of the Renaissance related to the world
through their senses. They should learn how practical, mechanical, technical matters took an increasing
hold of people’s awareness, while their relationship to miracles and wonders, to holy things waned.’
Rawson and Richter, The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum

Central Experiences of the Content
The Renaissance is the leitmotif for experiences of the young adolescent. It is a period of new
discoveries - both in the physical world and in realms of perception and thought. It marks the birth of
modern history and individual consciousness and parallels the development of new capacities in the
student. In this topic the students examine the origin and significance of the period and the expansion of
intellectual, artistic and scientific horizons. The students study innovations in the world of music, art,
science, and in political and religious life. The biographies of significant people are used to give the
students a sense of the changes in social, political and economical worlds.
In their studies of the Medieval period the students have seen how the crusades and the contact with
Islamic scholars facilitated the re-discovery of Greco-Roman knowledge. The students now follow the
revival of classical learning and the fostering of new interest in Humanism. They explore the growing
belief that the moral and natural world can be understood through reason and investigation. They
examine the role this played in the advances in art, religion, literature, science, mathematics and
engineering. Students will explore the influence of the period on the politics, religion, culture and the arts
of the present day. The theme of the Renaissance is also pursued in English, Science, Mathematics and
Art classes. As a study of an awakening of new thinking, discoveries and challenges it is an appropriate
study for either Class 7 or 8.
Future Capacities
The study of the art, beauty and human achievement of the Renaissance impresses upon us a vivid
picture of change through human inspiration and endeavour. Characterised by the anticipation of new
horizons and the passionate individual pursuit of new knowledge, it meets the student at an emotional
and intellectual level at a point in their own biographies of change and new horizons. The study brings an
appreciation for the power of individual pursuits and achievements. Students see how events in history
flow on to the present and shape cultures. Developing a sense of an evolving human consciousness is a
significant element in a young person’s ability to look at the world with optimism.

Content Organiser
History 7.2

Topic: THE RENAISSANCE WORLD

Content Description
Students will learn to:
 Identify broad historical factors that facilitated the origin of and contributed to the developments of
the period
 Describe the way in which the revival of classical learning and the arts influenced the interest in
Humanism
 Identify advances made in art, literature, philosophy, religion and science that took place during the
Renaissance
 Describe the growth and effects of new technologies on society
 Describe and explain the beliefs and values of the societies of the Renaissance
 Describe events, key figures and effects of the Reformation
 Appreciate the contribution made to society by significant people
 Identify the legacies of the Renaissance and Reformation Periods in the arts, culture, politics and
religion of the present day
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ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS YEAR 7

By the end of Year 7, students identify and describe key events, people and ideas from the historical
periods studied. They identify some of the tangible and intangible legacies of the past in aspects of the
modern world.
Students suggest reasons for change and continuity over time. They describe the effects of change on
societies, individuals and groups. They describe events and developments from the perspective of
different people who lived at the time. Students explain the role of groups and the significance of
particular individuals in society. They identify past events and developments that have been interpreted in
different ways.
Students sequence events and developments within a chronological framework, using dating conventions
to represent and measure time. When researching, students develop questions to frame an historical
inquiry. They identify and select a range of sources and locate, compare and use information to answer
inquiry questions. They examine sources to explain points of view. When interpreting sources, they
identify their origin and purpose. They use maps, timelines and documents to identify physical and
cultural features of historical eras and to explain historical migration of people and the expansion and
disintegration of empires. Students develop texts, particularly descriptions and explanations. In
developing these texts and organising and presenting their findings, they use historical terms and
concepts, incorporate relevant sources, and acknowledge their sources of information. They are
beginning to recognise long and short-term causal relations.

GENERAL CAPABILITIES
Literacy
In the history classes the students practice listening, reading and research and learn to employ a range of
communication methods. They are required to discuss, recall, question, express opinions and articulate
ideas. They listen for information and their participation in discussion requires them to listen to each
other. They read a wide variety of historical material and from their reading compare and evaluate varying
accounts of events. In experiencing text of different types the students build an awareness of language
as related to period and purpose. The students record their ideas and knowledge; they express their point
of view through essays and oral presentations. They compose historical narratives and poems. The
experience of literature from and about the historical period helps students, in their own communications,
to choose language appropriate to an audience and to critically edit and improve their own work.
Mathematics and Numeracy
Students learn about the concept of time: chronology and sequencing; change and continuity; past,
present and future in a range of historical contexts. They pursue exercises in chronological thinking such
as timelines, and explore concepts of distance and space. In mathematics and research related tasks
they extend their ability to present information in the form of tables, graphs and visual texts.
Information and Communication Technology
Students engage in multi-disciplinary, multiple-intelligence and dynamic learning experiences. The school
provides a natural and human environment where they are able to learn to observe, question and
express themselves fully. From a Steiner viewpoint, students in Year 7 still need to communicate and
learn deeply without the mediation of complex technology. This ‘unplugged’ experience is seen as crucial
for them to develop an uncluttered self-image as well as the most valuable form of self-efficacy – one
they completely own. On the basis of their rich communications skills and their ability to produce a wide
range of original creative work the students are well placed to begin their journey in the mastering of
digital technology in Year 8.
Critical and Creative Thinking
In the study of history in Class 7 the students are given the experience of a range of historical texts and
study material. Based on these they are encouraged to make clear observations and to produce accurate
historical narratives and reports. Students learn how to reason historically, learn how to differentiate
between simple historical stories and those that are complex and problematic. They develop inquiry skills:
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identifying and accessing, analysing, organising, and synthesising historical material. They continue to
develop the skills to effectively communicate their observations, ideas and opinions. Historical
biographies remain an important vehicle for the introduction of historical material. Information is
presented through narrative using images that will touch the students’ imagination and feelings. While
activities that exercise the maturing intellect are now important, creative and imaginative responses to
historical material form an essential part of their experience. Class 7 students are quick to decide whether
they like or don’t like a particular historical figure. This can be used to spark discussions about bias in
research and writing.
Ethical behaviour
At this age the students exercise a growing capacity for independent judgement. They have begun to
look at causality and examine historical material from a number of perspectives. Historical thinking
involves the ability to assume another’s perspective; this can be used by the young person to examine
the world that they live in, and to inform decisions and actions they have to make in navigating a path
through a complex world. Consideration of the dilemmas, decisions, actions and consequences of
historical figures provides a guide and a testing of the students’ growing awareness of moral questions.
The study of values associated with the Code of Chivalry provides a context in which they consider
decisions and actions, values and attitudes.

Personal and Social competence
Biographical studies play a significant role in the presentation of historical information. In studying the
lives of individuals who exemplify inspiring qualities or who have struggled with obstacles and failings,
students recognise and reflect on human attributes and on questions of social responsibility. They
examine and discuss issues raised through historical inquiries. They examine multiple perspectives of
events and consider the background, the human experience behind those perspectives. They listen to the
points of view of their class colleagues and through reflection and discussion clarify their own. Students
participate in various class activities that involve team learning and group interaction. The approach to
teaching history of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance period is intellectually stimulating and
emotionally enriching. It fosters in the students, who are now experiencing unrest in their inner lives, a
balancing and healthy interest in global perspectives and the outer world.

Intercultural Understanding
Empathy and respect for different ways of living and belief systems are born out of knowledge and
understanding. In learning about the history of diverse cultures the students come to identify commonality
between their world and that of the cultures studied. Students learn to appreciate the cultural and
spiritual heritages of other societies and to understand and appreciate the unique characteristics of their
own.

CROSS-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
th

Content selection for History 7.2 includes material on the first contacts made by 17 Century European
explorers with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
th

Content selection for History 7.1 and 7.2 includes material on 17 Century Asian/European interactions
and exchanges including the influence of Asian knowledge and technology.
Sustainability
In history the students examine the founding, the flourishing and the decline of human settlements and
civilisations. They develop an appreciation of the historical relationship between humankind and nature,
and recognition of the interdependence of people and the environment. These historical understandings
inform the students’ sense of their personal relationship with the natural world.
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LINKS TO OTHER LEARNING AREAS
Content themes that match the students’ interest in expanding knowledge include history stories of new
perceptions, world exploration and discovery. Historical studies are integrated with learning in other
subject areas such as related elements of music and art, the exploration of Medieval and Renaissance
technologies in science, poetry, literature and language in English and the Voyages of Discovery in
Geography. The themes related to the Middles Ages and the Renaissance are extended in Year 8 to the
Industrial Revolution and the Age of Romanticism. The English curriculum includes studies of Middle
Ages and the Renaissance literature and the study of a Shakespearean work.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 3
YEAR 8
Contents:
Developmental Profile
Topics
The Age of Revolutions
The Industrial Revolution
Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can
be taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons)
over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the
content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are
able to use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year:
content can be recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice
lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
Links to Other Learning Areas
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YEAR 8: PROFILE OF DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE OF THE 14 YEAR OLD STUDENT
PHYSICAL GROWTH
In Class 8, the students reach 14 years of age, a significant point in the transition from childhood to
adolescence. The physical and psychological changes of adolescence are well under way. They are
often awkward in their own bodies and have sometimes lost the gracefulness of childhood. Acne,
gangliness, clumsiness and a new vulnerable awareness of their feeling and thought life are some of
the characteristics of the adolescent. Growth in height and sexual development is established and
noticeable in the boys breaking voices and the onset of physical maturation and menstruation in the
girls.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Although historical studies now centre on more challenging and intellectual themes opportunities for
active learning continue to be an important part of the lessons. Historical studies are integrated with
English, Science, Geography and the Arts. Studies may include experiences through movement,
performance arts, excursions and camps.
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
An independent life of feeling emerges at this age and is often accompanied by emotional turbulence
but the changing tides of emotions form part of the developmental pathway. Gender differences
become apparent: girls tend to be more able to express and share their feelings in small cohesive
groups, than the boys, who more often prefer to be outdoors playing active physical games.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
In studying the biographies of individuals who exemplify inspiring qualities or who have struggled with
obstacles and failings, students recognise and reflect on human qualities, including their own and on
questions of social responsibility. They gain perspectives regarding their own uncertainties, strengths
and aspirations. Developing from the narrative style presentation of earlier classes biographical content
now includes inner questions of the character. Biographies of living individuals can be included in the
lessons.
Students are given experiences and opportunities to engage actively, absorb information, become
conscious of their own responses to issues and material and become confident and competent in
communicating their responses, opinions and feelings.
COGNITIVE MATURATION
As the critical faculties of students sharpen, the world of ideas acquires new meaning and rules come
under scrutiny. Students like reasoning and are reasonable. Their descriptive observational ability is
maturing and phenomena can be described that are increasingly complex. Abstract causality can begin
to be appreciated.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The adolescent needs to understand the world in which they live. It is important that aspects of the
history units are brought up to the present time and that they have a sense of their own culture and its
an appreciation of its development. Students are able to consider sometimes conflicting evidence of
human action in the past; they can evaluate and form some judgement about it. In doing this the
students learn how to question and assess evidence of any human event and to distinguish between
evidence and interpretation - important skills in this age. Robust and informed discussion is
encouraged. The historical dynamics of the Age of Revolutions mirror the changes in this
developmental phase. Thinking is stimulated through an increased requirement for independent work
and reflection. Students are given increasing responsibility.
MORAL CAPACITY
It is an age where students are struggling with distinguishing their own moral stance to issues of the
world. The struggle takes place in the competition between the ideals they have been given by their
previous education (family and school), the demands of their changing biology and their need to find
ownership of their own stance in life. Moral capacity is built by paying attention to the interrelationship
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between the students’ sharpening minds, tender hearts, and their limbs which appear to struggle with
gravity at this stage.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Biographies of human beings living in or on the brink of modern times engage the students’
intellectually and emotionally. They consider a great range of human experiences and endeavours. The
students’ world is widening. They are developing capacities for thoughtful and open-minded enquiry.
They are able to identify bias and prejudice. Studies of typical biographies, eyewitness accounts, letters
and journals give opportunities for the adolescent to relate their own experience to what real people
have done and said in real situations.

HISTORY 8.1

Topic: THE AGE OF REVOLUTIONS

‘If we make peaceful revolution impossible, we make violent revolution inevitable.’
John F Kennedy
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was
the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…”
Charles Dickens - Tale of Two Cities
The Central Experience of the Content
In this unit the teacher endeavours to bring to life a kaleidoscope of events, personalities and influences
and give students a sense of the multiple and intertwined causal factors and complex effects that are part
of this turbulent time. Material is chosen which illuminates the perspectives of different individuals and
groups. In studying the struggles for justice, equality and liberty the students engage with questions and
concepts that meet their emotional and intellectual needs. The approach is symptomatic and thematic
rather than a presentation of a linear chronology. Students examine social and political factors through
the lens of differing human experiences. The Class 8 student looks to understand the world they live in. It
is important that attention is paid to issues of their time. There is flexibility for any theme or issue from the
topic to be followed through to the present. Teachers may focus on a theme such as revolution and
resistance, the role of technology in change or individuals making change
Future Capacities
The study of people who have selflessly worked and sacrificed for others, or who have brought about
change through courage, persistence or innovative thought, inspires the young person to strive towards
great possibilities, to find and to stand for their true ideals.
Through investigating, questioning and communicating the students develop a sense of confident selfknowledge.

Content Description
English 8.1
Topic : THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
Content Description
The students will learn:
 Understand the main events and characteristics of the period
 To identify significant individuals and social movements
 To describe the chronology and relationship of events
 The characteristics of life in the period for a variety of sections of society
 About the changing nature of societies in this period
 The causes and contributing factors to events of the Revolutions
 The and long and short term effects of the Revolutions
 The influence of significant groups and individuals on the course of change
 To identify and describe different perspectives of events
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HISTORY 8.2

Topic: THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

‘If there is any period one would desire to be born into is it not The Age of Revolution when the old and
new stand side by side….when the glories of the old can be compensated by the rich possibilities of the
new era. This time is a very good one.’
Ralph Waldo Emerson
The Central Experience of the Content
The period studied bridges the traditional and the modern worlds. It covers the human passage from an
agrarian based society to an urban and industrial one. There is an emphasis on the manifestations of
industrialization in Britain lying as it did at the heart of the Industrial Revolution. However students also
examine the effects of industrialisation on the industry, travel, immigration, communication and daily life
th
of 19 century Australia.
Historical material is selected that gives ‘voice’ to a range of opinions and experiences. The students will
confront contrasting experiences and perspectives. ‘The emphasis in Class 8 is on the experience of the
individual in a rapidly changing world…History can be taught through brief but colourful accounts of
personalities whose lives portray the symptomatic signature of the times.’ (Rawson and Richter) Through
a variety of experiences the students are given a sense of the atmosphere of the period. They use a wide
spectrum of thought provoking material; they have experiences of the literature, art, music and poetry of
the period. Students learn of developments in science and technology, in communication and transport,
and examine the positive and negative impact of ‘progress’. Students may consider developments in
health, social justice, conflict and change, philanthropy technology and the individual as creator of
change.
While Modern History forms the historical theme of Class 9 it is important to bring selected aspects of this
unit up to the present. The students consider the historical connections of features of their own lives.
Future Capacities
As they consider the motives, actions and attitudes of groups and individuals students recognise and
make conscious questions arising in them about their own identity, and what it is to be part of society.
The study of the differing experiences of industrialisation cultivates an ability to examine issues with an
awareness of the complexity of human experience.
The ability to consider a variety of perspectives prepares the student for life in a world characterised by
cultural, social, religious and ethnic diversity
The development of transferable skills of observation and interpretation gives the young person a way of
looking at the world and skills with which they may evaluate their own experiences and information
presented to them by mass media.
Having a sense of the recurring patterns and the dynamics of change and the connection of
contemporary events to the past provides a cohesive picture of human progress for young people living in
a time of rapid change.
Content Description
English 8.2
Topic : THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
The students will learn:
 A critical appreciation of the social and technological changes of the Industrial Revolution, its
causes and effects
 To understand the social and cultural context of the Industrial Revolution
 To identify and describe the main features and developments in city and country life, in mechanical
technology, productivity, consumption, labour conditions and social structure
 To identify and explain the positive and negative effects of industrialisation
 The impact of the Industrial Revolution on population, agriculture, manufacture, migration, the
slave trade and convict transportation
 How the industrial revolution contributed to the development of the modern world
 How individual people contributed to change
 To identify the effects of industrialisation in the shaping of Australia’s economy, politics and culture
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ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS YEAR 8
By the end of Year 8 students identify, describe and analyse characteristics of life in societies and
periods studied. They identify factors in change and continuity over time and understand that change
effects not only technology and politics but also values and beliefs.
They explain the causes and effects of events and developments. They identify the motives and actions
of people at the time. Students explain the significance of individuals and groups and how they were
influenced by the beliefs and values of their society. They describe different interpretations of the past.
Students sequence events and developments within a chronological framework with reference to periods
of time. When researching, students develop questions to frame an historical inquiry. They analyse,
select and organise information from primary and secondary sources and use it as evidence to answer
inquiry questions. Students identify and explain different points of view in sources. When interpreting
sources, they identify their origin and purpose, and distinguish between fact and opinion. Students use
maps, timelines, graphs and documents to identify features of historical eras and to explain the diffusion
of ideas, goods and technological innovations. Students develop texts, particularly descriptions and
explanations, incorporating analysis. In developing these texts, and organising and presenting their
findings, they use historical terms and concepts, evidence identified in sources, and acknowledge their
sources of information.

GENERAL CAPABILITIES
Literacy
Students continue to develop skills in listening, reading and research and employ a range of
communication methods. They discuss, recall, question, express opinions and articulate ideas.
They are introduced to a range of historical genres: autobiography, biography, historical fiction, and
historical research - all providing different insights. From their reading compare and evaluate varying
accounts of events. They compare and contrast genres, consider style, language, historical context and
perspective. In experiencing text of different types the students build an awareness of language as
related to period and purpose.
The students record their ideas and knowledge; they express their point of view through essays and oral
presentations. The students are encouraged to respond creatively to historical material. They continue to
develop their enjoyment and ability to write evocatively and imaginatively. The experience of literature
from different historical periods with its unfamiliar language and style helps students to expand their own
literary repertoire.
Mathematics and Numeracy
Students learn about the concept of time: chronology and sequencing; change and continuity; past,
present and future in a range of historical contexts. They pursue exercises in chronological thinking such
as timelines and explore concepts of distance and space. In mathematics and research related tasks they
extend their ability to present information in the form of tables, graphs and visual texts. The Class 8
student is increasingly exploring questions of cause and effect and change and continuity.
Information and Communication Technology
At this point the divergence of the ASCF English with regard to ICT competencies converges with that of
the Australian History Curriculum. As they grow in confidence in their ability to communicate using digital
texts, they consider ethical issues related to the use of this form of communication; they discuss
questions concerning intellectual property and are encouraged to research the impact of IC technologies
on those around them – at school, home and in their neighbourhood. They extend this study to include
challenges and benefits related to their own use of electronic media including television, mobile phones
and computers: they investigate how the digital technologies encourage or work against the development
of meaningful communication with friends and relatives.
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Critical and Creative Thinking
The study of history in class 8 requires the students to consider sometimes conflicting evidence of human
action in the past. They evaluate and make informed judgements about tempestuous and emotional
events. In doing so they learn how to question and assess evidence and to distinguish between evidence
and interpretation. They are presented with a multiplicity of perspectives and contrasting interpretations.
They learn move around events and human experiences and regard them from many points of view.
Discussions and debates give students opportunities to refine both their thinking skills and their ability to
communicate their ideas and opinions.
Ethical behaviour
Informed judgement is possible when students can apply a deep understanding of the past to choices
made today. Biographies of human beings living in or on the brink of modern times engage the students’
intellectually and emotionally. They consider a great range of human experiences and endeavours from
multiple perspectives. Studies of eyewitness accounts, letters and journals give opportunities for the
adolescent to relate their own experience to what real people have done and said in real situations. They
apply these insights, and their expanding capacity for independent judgement, to ethical questions that
arise discussion and to their own emerging questions of right action and right attitude. The cultivation of
an awareness of different interpretations of historical issues encourages a more reflective and considered
view of the world. The multiperspectival approach, looking at different experiences of the same events,
extends the students growing capacity for empathetic processing. It is most important that the students
are brought historical pictures that illustrate human potential and creative initiative; that they perceive that
ideals can be significant forces for change and healing.
Personal and Social competence
The approach to teaching history of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance period with it emphasis on
new ideas and cultural advances is intellectually stimulating and emotionally enriching. It offers the
students who are now experiencing unrest in their inner lives, a balancing and healthy interest in global
perspectives and the outer world. The students examine, discuss and reflect on issues raised through
historical inquiries. They consider multiple perspectives of events and consider the background, the
human experience behind those perspectives. They listen to the points of view of their class colleagues
and through reflection and discussion clarify their own. They carry out discussions and research cooperatively in teams, and in this way nurture positive social interactions.
Intercultural Understanding
th

th

In studying the 18 and 19 Century and the era of the Industrial Revolution in particular students learn
of the contributions to advances in knowledge and technology and of the great movements of populations
and redistributions of cultural groups and restructuring of society. They learn about the contributions of
many migrant groups to the development of Australia and the national identity. They become more aware
of the cultural heritage in aspects of present day life in Australia.
CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
th
Study of the impact of industrialisation on Australia of the 19 Century in History 8.2, includes Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander perspectives.
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
It is possible for content selection for History 8.2 to include material from Asian history and culture.
Sustainability
Students critically review factors in the founding and the fading of human settlements and civilisations.
Study of the successes and failures of past civilisations and historical periods fosters in students an
appreciation of the interdependence of people and the environment. Students begin to recognise levels of
collective and individual responsibility for the future.
LINKS TO OTHER LEARNING AREAS
The historical studies of Class 8 are integrated with other subject areas particularly English, Art and
music. Students will study classic novels of the period along with the poetry of the Romantics.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 4
YEAR 9
Contents:
Developmental Profile
Topics
The Making of the Modern World
Australian History to the Modern Era

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be
taught as one or more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4
weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the content throughout
the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to
use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be
recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
Links to Other Learning Areas
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YEAR 9: PROFILE OF DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE OF THE 15 YEAR OLD STUDENT
PHYSICAL GROWTH
In Class 9, the students reach 15 years of age, and as their powers of intellect become more active, so
their physical bodies become stronger and heavier. The growth spurt in the limbs is balanced by the
rest of the body, and the physique begins to appear less ungainly and more graceful. Boys begin to feel
the strength of their muscles, and there is a need for activity and physical exertion. The menstrual cycle
is well established for most girls.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
While intellectual aspects of historical studies are now more rigorously challenging it remains important
to include opportunities for experiential learning. The history units have strong links with other
disciplines. Related experiences of art, music, geography and literature are woven into the historical
themes.
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The students tend to express harsh judgements of sympathy and antipathy, especially towards parents,
other authority figures, routines and rules. The gender differences which became apparent in Year 8
continue into Year 9: Generally the girls are more confident in their social, verbal expression whereas
the boys, whose attention is directed towards the growth of their physical strength, may appear less
socially elegant. The search for independence that awakens with the increased activity in their feeling
life can sometimes take extreme forms. Their growing emotional autonomy is accompanied by a
paradoxical childlike dependency and need for emotional comfort. The 15 year olds search to bring
themselves into balance and harmony with the world. It is important that they are supported in
achieving this goal and also helped to nurture their newly born sense of identity and personal freedom.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Students consider contrasting images and conflicting experiences. They read and reflect on a range of
human experiences. They consider and make judgements about the points of view of different historical
sources.
COGNITIVE MATURATION
A capacity for stringent logic awakens within the Class 9 student. . This new power of thinking allows
and requires distance from self and others. The students develop a clearer structure to their thinking
and are able to make causal deductions. There is a move from judgement based on feeling to
judgement based on observation and understanding. The students demonstrate a growing ability to
discover the underlying principles behind phenomena by using analytical processes. It is best if they
are asked to use their discernment in the field of practical judgement e.g. How things that can be
overseen work.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The 15 year old is making a transition from ‘knowledge to cognition’. In keeping with this and the
students’ strong interest in contemporary issues, Modern history is taught with a focus on ideas that
have motivated change and shaped the modern world. History is brought less biographically and more
theoretically. However the use of comparative biography, to illuminate contrasting experiences and
opposing forces, gives opportunities for the student to consider, to weigh and balance in a year
characterised by polarities. It is important that history in Class 9 is considered in relationship to the
present and, most importantly, the future.
MORAL CAPACITY
Students of this age stand at the edge of a new world wondering how to navigate the seas of
excitement and danger and responsibility for themselves and for the world. They begin to engage their
will in learning to work and thereby being able to learn through their work. Earlier gender differences
which expressed themselves in the social realm now become apparent in the sphere of differing
abilities related to work. Students develop a new sense for the aesthetic aspects of life and learn how
to tap otherwise imponderable moral questions by being guided towards a practical understanding of
the world. They become capable of making the transition from idea to ideal, from ideal to applied
practice, and from discovery to creation.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
The students are capable of working and thinking more independently; they can comprehend historical
forces on a deeper level. A multiperspectival approach, looking at different experiences of the same
events, extends the students growing capacity for empathetic processing. The cultivation of an
awareness of different interpretations of historical issues encourages a more reflective and considered
view of the world. The world can be dark and complex. It is most important that the students are
brought historical pictures that illustrate human potential and creative initiative; that they perceive that
ideals can be significant forces for change and healing.
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HISTORY 9.1

Topic: THE MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD

‘…history must avoid the impression of being an unfolding tapestry that records objectively what
happened. Like the Bayeux Tapestry itself, it records a particular perspective, that most common view in
history, namely that of the victors and the literate classes, and must of necessity be interpreted to reveal
its full historical value.’ Rawson and Richter
‘Until lions have their historians, tales of the hunt shall always glorify the hunters.’ African Proverb
Central Experiences of the Content
The year is characterised by a transition from knowledge to cognition. Meeting the needs of the students,
now capable of examining historical forces at a deeper level, Modern History is considered in the light of
ideas that motivated change and shaped the world we live in. Students study major events and turning
th
points from the beginning of the 19 Century to the present-day. They examine current world issues and
trace their historical roots. They consider accounts of events from multiple sources and perspectives in
order to understand international relations from a variety of viewpoints. The inner experience of the 15
year old is characterised by powerful polarities - sympathy and antipathy, confidence and uncertainty.
Comparative biographies can be chosen to bring historical information and to facilitate exploration of the
inner questioning of the students.
The teacher may choose to examine the key events and turning points through a chosen theme such as
‘Freedom And Responsibility’, ‘Technology and Social Change ’, ‘Religion and Culture’, ‘International
Relations’ or ‘The Biographies of Makers of Change’ to .
The unfolding of historical themes in Australia and the Asia-Pacific region is examined in the context of
world events.
Future Capacities
The students develop an awareness of different interpretations of historical issues. In exploring world
events through different perspectives and contrasting human experiences they develop an ability to
reflect on their own lives and aspirations, the questions of their own freedom and responsibility, in the
context of the complex interdependent human network. A self-motivated and informed relationship to the
world is stimulated. The students develop an appreciation of a wide range of cultural groups and their
contribution to Australian culture.

Content Organiser
History. 9.1

Topic: THE MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD

Content Description
Students learn:
 To identify and describe the social, economic and political changes since the Industrial Revolution
in different countries and social groups
 To identify and describe events of world significance and their influence and impact on World and
Australian political, social and cultural development
 To identify and describe the significant ideologies of the modern world
 To identify and describe significant ideas influencing religion, politics and culture of the period
 Of people of historical significance, examining their lives, qualities and legacy.
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History 9.2

Topic: AUSTRALIAN HISTORY TO THE MODERN ERA
“Let no-one say the past is dead. The past is all about us and within.”
Oodgeroo Noonancal

Central Experiences of the Content
In these lessons students examine major developments in Australian political, social and cultural history
from Federation to the present time. Aspects of Australian history previously studied are re-examined,
now from the perspective of the ideas and inner motives. Students research the biographies of wellknown Australians along with representative lives that illuminate experiences of ordinary people and give
a picture of their part in Australia’s story. Students will consider the changing relationships between
Australia and other countries and the role that wartime events had in shaping Australia and its
international relations. The unit has strong links with other disciplines. Studies of art, music, geography
and literature inform and deepen the students’ understanding.
The consideration of contrasting images and multiple perspectives facilitates the students’ capacity to
step out of their intellectual ‘comfort zone’. They now examine different, sometimes conflicting viewpoints
as an intellectual discipline. Students identify marginalised groups and learn about their struggle for rights
and freedoms.
The challenge for the teacher is to bring depth to the learning experiences, while giving a broad picture of
the major events and social, cultural and political developments. The students will develop a wellstructured picture of the history of Australia and the many threads that have woven it. The teacher’s
selection of themes to examine in depth will engage the students’ intellect and feelings. They begin to
independently identify questions about differing experiences and perspectives. They develop a sense of
pride and interest in the unique qualities of Australia and a have a solid awareness of the indigenous
experience and current issues. Themes are selected that develop appreciation for the contribution
different groups have made to our history and identity. Teachers may choose to focus on a particular
theme such as politics and government, the major conflicts, indigenous history or social and cultural
change.

Future Capacities
This study of Australia’s history gives a picture of an evolving sense of national identity and provides a
context for student reflections on today’s world and on the society they would want Australia to become.
In considering the lives and actions, the diverse backgrounds and cultures of individuals who helped
shape Australia the students come to reflect on their own identity and are empowered to consider
themselves creators of the future. In developing their understanding of the distinctive characteristics of
Australia, its environment and the multi-cultural human journey they take pride in its uniqueness and find
a sense of connection to their place and time.

Content Organiser
History 9.2

Topic: AUSTRALIAN HISTORY TO THE MODERN ERA

Content Description
Students will learn to:
 Describe and assess key events in Australia’s history, from Federation to the present
 Identify key people and groups in Australian history and understand their role in events and
national identity
 Develop an understanding of the histories of cultural groups that have contributed to the Australian
identity including indigenous Australians
 Evaluate how events, groups and cultures have contributed to the development of culture and
identity
 Examine issues and events from multiple perspectives taking into consideration aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander, gender, cultural, regional and global perspectives
 Make links and comparisons between past events and the present time
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ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS YEAR 9
By the end of Year 9, students identify and analyse the connections between particular historical events
and larger social, economic and political trends and developments. They recognise the complexity of
historical causes and effects. They interpret past events and issues within historical context and make
links between historical events and current affairs. They describe and compare major ideologies and their
influence on historical events.
Students refer to key events and the actions of individuals and groups to explain patterns of change and
continuity over time and the movement of ideas. They analyse the causes and effects of events and
developments and make judgments about their importance. They explain the motives and actions of
people at the time. Students explain the significance of these events and developments over the short
and long term. They explain different interpretations of the past.
Students sequence events and developments within a chronological framework, with reference to periods
of time and their duration. When researching, students develop different kinds of questions to frame an
historical inquiry. They interpret, process, analyse and organise information from a range of primary and
secondary sources and use it as evidence to answer inquiry questions. Students examine sources to
compare different points of view. When evaluating these sources, they analyse origin and purpose, and
draw conclusions about their usefulness. They develop their own interpretations about the past. Students
use maps, graphs, timelines and documents to interpret human movement, including conflicts, patterns of
migration and settlement. Students develop texts, particularly explanations and discussions, incorporating
historical interpretations. In developing these texts, and organising and presenting their conclusions, they
use historical terms and concepts, evidence identified in sources, and they reference these sources.

GENERAL CAPABILITIES
Literacy
The students continue to access historical information through autobiography, biography, historical fiction
and a range of primary and secondary sources. Increasingly they are required to evaluate the sources for
integrity, value, perspective and bias. They compose various historical texts employing both the faculty
of historical imagination and rigorous research to explore and communicate their own picture of historical
truth.
Mathematics and Numeracy
Students learn about the concept of time: chronology and sequencing; change and continuity; past,
present and future in a range of historical contexts. They pursue exercises in chronological thinking such
as timelines and explore concepts of distance and space. In mathematics and research related tasks they
extend their ability to present information in the form of tables, graphs and visual texts. They learn to
access statistical informal from tabular and graphic formats. They interpret and create tables and graphs
giving demographic information regarding population and migration. They are encouraged to think flexibly
and use creative and original methods to present information clearly.

Information and Communication Technology
In History classes students use their growing competency in the area of ICT to select and use a wide
range of appropriate ICT tools and techniques in a way that brings the creative responses they write to a
further multi-dimensional level. They may choose for example to include the following digital elements:
audio music or a combination of audio and original music, photographic images, other graphics and
animation, and video. In particular students use their word processing skills to support the writing, drafting
and editing process they follow when they create written texts. When publishing and presenting their work
students create effective text and digital media layouts of various types and sources. They use features
of software such as links, tables and tracking to enable them to propose multiple plans, show selections,
modify plans, and show reviewing and consultation. Students follow the same guidelines used to create
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texts in general: they consider purpose, audience, text type and the cultural contexts of the piece of work.
In relation to digital texts in particular students are able to:
•
Interpret verbal and non-verbal communication and consider how these elements combine to
convey meaning and influence audience response;
•
Interpret literal and non-literal language and consider how combinations of written, visual, auditory
and symbolic elements are used to make meaning, achieve particular purposes and establish certain
relationships with audiences
When undertaking research related tasks students use ICT skills to support their investigation and
presentations: They record their investigations and research using appropriate media including tables or
graphs, images, written or spoken text or a combination of the above; conduct on-line research and online collaboration such as conferencing; locate and use relevant research from a range of sources; design
spreadsheets (to record data, analyze and graph). Further more advanced ICT competencies which may
relate to History assignments include the use of: data processing techniques to create digital repositories
for a range of data types and delivery mechanisms; programming skills to measure, record, respond to
and control events by planning, testing and modifying sequences, repetitions and branching of
instructions; and computation and modelling to test predictions and discover patterns and relationships,
by exploring, evaluating and developing models and changing their rules and values.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The 15 year old is making a transition from ‘knowledge to cognition’. Students are able to consider
sometimes conflicting evidence of human action in the past, evaluate and form some judgement about it.
In doing this the students learn how to question and assess evidence of any human event and to
distinguish between evidence and interpretation - important skills in this age. Robust and informed
discussion is encouraged. Students examine multiple pieces of evidence representing different
perspectives. They learn to evaluate contrasting interpretations and competing historical accounts and
consider how historical context influences how we judge actions and decisions.
By the end of Class 9 students identify and analyse the connections, causal and otherwise, between
particular historical events and larger social, economic and political trends and developments. Students
recognise the complexity of historical causes and effects. They interpret past events and issues within the
context in which an event unfolded and make links between historical events and current affairs. They
identify bias and prejudice in historical interpretations.
Ethical behaviour
The Class 9 study of Australia’s history gives the student a picture of an evolving national identity and
provides a context for their reflections on today’s world and on the society they would want Australia to
become. In considering the lives and actions, the diverse backgrounds and cultures of individuals who
helped shape Australia the students have a context in which to reflect on their own identity and
aspirations. An understanding of the impact and influence of individual action and endeavour empowers
them to see in themselves the creators of the future. In developing their understanding of the distinctive
characteristics of Australia, its environment and the multi-cultural human journey they take pride in its
uniqueness and find a sense of connection to their place and time.
Historical biographies bring inspirational pictures of individuals who have weather adversity in real
historical situations. The students consider not only the lives of ‘great’ men and women but of more
ordinary people who provide lessons in courage, diligence, or constructive protest.
They use the vehicle of historical events and personalities to explore ethical issues, evaluate roles and
ideological beliefs.
Personal and Social competence
In studying the history of the modern world the Class 9 student is encouraged to think about various
factors that influence why individuals and groups make particular choices and the implications of their
actions. Analysing these choices and the intentional and unintentional effects encourages students to
think about their own choices and responsibilities. In studying the lives of individuals who exemplify
inspiring qualities or who have struggled with obstacles and failings, students recognise and reflect on
human qualities, including their own and on questions of social responsibility. They gain perspectives
regarding their own uncertainties, strengths and aspirations.
Intercultural Understanding
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The study of Australian history provides the students with the opportunity to better understand their
cultural heredity and to strengthen their relationship with their community and country. The inclusion of
Indigenous and migrant studies presents students with material that can inform their sense of justice.
Exercising historical imagination encourages the students to develop empathy and respect for people
who have different cultural values and beliefs.

CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Culture
Class 9.2 Australian History includes specific and in depth focus on the post colonial experiences of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders up to the present day.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
History 9.1 and 9.2 include examinations of aspects of Asian history and cultural study and of Australian
history in the Asia/Pacific context.
Sustainability
Students critically review factors in the historical events of different countries and periods. Studies include
examination of the influence on human history of global geographical and environmental factors. They
see how the human relationship to places can change over time. They observe how technology, human
conflict, changes in climate and environment bring about changes in land use. The study of the
successes and failures of the past cultivates an understanding of the interdependence of people and the
environment. Students begin to recognise levels of collective and individual responsibility for the future
and can use their own judgement to draw conclusions about environmental issues at a regional and
global level.
LINKS TO OTHER LEARNING AREAS
The historical studies of Class 9 are integrated with other subject areas particularly English, Art, Music
and Geography.
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HISTORY
Core Curriculum Topics Stage 4
YEAR 10

Contents:
Developmental Profile
Topics
Early Human Societies
Ancient Cultures

Each Learning Area is organised into Topics. These are content areas which can be taught as one or
more integrated thematic morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and
practice lessons developing the content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to use their
professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into
Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
Links to Other Learning Areas
Bibliography
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YEAR 10: PROFILE OF DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE OF THE 16 YEAR OLD STUDENT
PHYSICAL GROWTH
In Class 10, the students reach 16 years of age. In dealing with their emerging sexuality and more
specifically for boys, their growing awareness of physical power, 16 year olds are faced with a
significant threshold experience which presents an opportunity for the healthy development of
individuality.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Lessons are designed to maximise the student’s personal involvement. Students pose their own
historical questions, carry out independent research and discuss their reflections and discoveries. They
are encouraged to form well-considered opinions and to set goals and evaluate their success. They
explore various and creative ways to communicate their ideas and responses to material.
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The sixteen year-old yearns to understand the world and to find their sense of purpose within it. The
Class 9 search for balance and harmony begins to bear fruit. The development of greater clarity of
thought and an increasing ability to form balanced judgments helps pupils to extricate themselves from
the unstable nature of their emotional lives. There is a greater capacity for reflection, which can lead on
the one hand to self consciousness and the pain of growing existential awareness, on the other they
become capable of great feats of compassion, endurance, intellectual and physical prowess. The
students begin to discover their own inner freedom to determine their pathway through life.
Relationships between the sexes form; social relationships can be healthy or get lost in group activities.
Self esteem is very important to develop.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
In historical studies the students are now presented with a great sweep of the human journey, from the
harnessing fire and stone to the first great, social complex civilisations and the attendant changes in
the human relationship with the natural world. The students can discern in developments, the
foundations of modern culture and the evolution of human consciousness. Some answers to their rising
inner question of ‘How have things come to be as they are?’ may be found in the view of this vast pool
of human experiences.
COGNITIVE MATURATION
The students’ desire for knowledge broadens to incorporate a new intellectual focus. They desire to
gather not only information about a topic, but also insight into how we know something may be so; they
wish to find the relationship between their inner and outer worlds of experience and to know that:
“Whatever the self describes, describes the self” (Boehme). There is a greater objectivity and clarity in
thinking, bringing an increased ability to draw conclusions logically out of the formation of common
sense judgments. Students begin to apply the conceptual tools of analytical thinking to practical
situations and complex processes. They derive satisfaction from working with great accuracy and
technical proficiency, and often bring an increased order and neatness to the layout of their work.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Historical studies must now challenge the students’ growing capacity for analytical thinking. The
reasoning skills that emerge with the adolescent’s development of formal thought allow an abstract
understanding of causality - the often complex patterns of relationships between historical events and
their consequences. There is a continuing need for concrete illustrations and instructional approaches
to enhance understanding of historical studies. The study of Archaeological evidence and evaluation of
archaeological opinion and techniques offer both inductive and deductive learning experiences. The 16
year old needs to experience that they come to their realizations through thinking.
MORAL CAPACITY
The students in Class 10 increasingly develop the capacity to take responsibility for their own work and
behaviour, and are able to make and follow through choices based on their own insight. Where the 15
year olds make strong judgements largely based on emotional responses, the 16 year old students
become able to form more balanced opinions and are able to justify them articulately. They are
increasingly able to develop empathy, and respond to the practical needs of those around them.
Relevant Steiner methodological guidelines for History
Students are expected to take responsibility for their work, and to self-evaluate product and process.
They are encouraged to discuss, reflect and analyse in the process of exploring the relationship
between opinion and thinking and truth.
Ref: Rawson and Richter, The Educational Tasks And Content Of The Steiner Waldorf Curriculum 2000
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HISTORY 10.1
Topic: Early Human Societies
‘We shall not cease from exploration, and the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started
and know it for the first time.’ T S Eliot

Central Experiences of the Content
In Class 9 the students examined the kaleidoscope of elements that have moved to create the Modern
world. Defining the approach to historical studies in class 10 is the question now arising in the young
person, ‘How did things come to be as they are?’ This unit focuses on the era of nomadic hunter-gather
communities that preceded the dawn of the great ancient civilisations. The students examine the culture,
art, and technologies of the Paleolithic Age to the Agricultural Revolution. Students learn of the
movement of early humans into all continents. A picture is given of occupations in Africa, the Americas, in
North West Europe and in Siberia. The first aboriginal occupation of Australia calls for special attention
and constitutes a major part of this study. In this unit the students evaluate archaeological information to
inform their understanding of early human relationships with nature and the environment. They examine
early human relationship to the spirit, to the land and to each other. They examine the spiritual dimension
to life as evidenced in myth, song and art. They look at the adaption to the environment evident in the
migrations, patterns of living and practices of land use. They examine the development of communication
and the recording of knowledge.
Future Capacities
The study of these ancient cultures gives the student a far-reaching picture of the human experience in
distant times and places. They are able to compare the variations of human adaptability and creativity,
cultural commonalities and contrasts. ‘The evolution of human consciousness that this major period of
pre-history expresses, qualitatively reflects the changing consciousness of each individual in the course
of his or her biography.’ (Rawson and Richter).

Content Organiser
History 10.1

Topic: The Development of Human Societies

Content Description
Students will learn to:
 Identify the sub-divisions of history and recognise the characteristics of different periods and
societies
 Describe the hunter-gather societies, their movements across continents and the inter-relationship
between them and the environments they lived in.
 Identify the locations of human communities that populated major regions of the world
 Examine diverse communities and their relationship to the natural world, places of spiritual
significance, family and community, art, technology and communication
 Describe human modifications of the environment that led to domestication of plants and animals
 Explore the role archaeology has played in the developing body of knowledge of ancient peoples
 Describe and appreciate the early history of the indigenous people of Australia.

The Study of the early history of Australian aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders could include:





An introduction to archaeological evidence for the first peoples migration, settlement, patterns of
living and seasonal movements
Aboriginal life in context of Australia’s changing environment: sea levels, the Ice Age, Sahul, the
isolation of Tasmania, mega fauna
The spiritual dimension of Aboriginal life: creation stories, The Dreaming and art; relationship to
country; the world of nature. Totems and animal kin: orcas, dingoes. Myths of stars and sacred
places. Ritual, ceremony and sacred places
Structure of societies, family and the kinship systems
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Practices of land use and adaption to the environment; the use of fire stick farming
Hunting, gathering and harvesting: middens, fish traps, tools and technology
Clothing: possums skins and weaving, hair strings, decoration
Shelters
Intertribal trade
Languages, communication and the recording of knowledge: message sticks, art, music, dance and
story telling

HISTORY 10.2 Topic: ANCIENT CULTURES
‘It has only just begun to dawn on us that in our own language alone, not to speak of its many
companions, the past history of humanity is spread out in an imperishable map, just as the history of the
mineral earth lies embedded in the layers of its outer crust. But there is this difference between the record
of the rocks and the secrets which are hidden in language: whereas the former can only give us
knowledge of outward dead things—such as forgotten seas and the bodily shapes of prehistoric
animals—language has preserved for us the inner living history of man's soul. It reveals the evolution of
consciousness. Owen Barfield “History in English Words
‘It is our duty to proceed from what is near to what is distant, from what is known to that which is less
known, to gather the traditions from those who have reported them, to correct them as much as possible
and to leave the rest as it is, in order to make our work help anyone who seeks truth and loves wisdom.
Abu’l-Rayhan Muhamad al-Biruni, AD 973-1050
Central Experiences of the Content
In this unit students examine the dawn of the great civilizations. They will explore factors in the turning
points: the Agricultural Revolution, domestication and specialisation and the urban revolution. Students
compare the factors influencing the establishment of settlements in the Tigris and Euphrates Region, the
Indus Valley, the Yellow River in China, in Japan, North Africa and the Americas. The environment is of
special significance in the development of the human story. Students develop higher levels of critical
thinking by considering why civilizations developed where and when they did, why they prospered and
why they declined. Students analyse interactions among the various cultures, emphasizing their enduring
contribution and the link between contemporary and ancient worlds. Students may revisit the Class 5
studies of Ancient India, Persia, Egypt-Chaldea and Greece but whereas these earlier lessons were
taught through image, story and biography, the Class 10 student will use and evaluate primary and
secondary sources, consider archaeology evidence and weigh differing interpretations. Consideration of
myths, music and art forms enriches the picture of these cultures. Continued emphasis is placed on the
emergence and spread of ideas and the relationship of a people to the environment.

Content Organiser
History 10.1

Topic: ANCIENT CULTURES

Content Description
Students learn to:
 Identify and compare features of the historical era and cultures selected
 Describe and interpret human migration, settlement, conflict and the diffusion of ideas,
technological innovations and goods.
 Analyse and compare the political, religious and social structures of ancient civilisations.
 Understand the Inter-relationship between civilisation and environment and identify the role of
geographical factors in the development of civilisations studied
 Examine and compare archaeological and anthropological investigations
 Understand the developments in agriculture, domestication and the growth of urban society
 Compare and appreciate myths and stories, arts, music and culture of the people studied
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A study of Ancient China could include:
The founding of China on the Yellow River
China as the ‘Middle Kingdom’
Developments in literature, art, science and technology
The role of silk and jade
Ritual practice and ancestor worship
Chinese stories, script and painting, art, music and theatre, sculpture and architecture
The dynasties, emperors and palaces
Philosophers and poets
Philosophy of the Tao and Buddhism
Kublai Khan and Marco Polo
Export of ideas to the West
A study of Ancient Japan could include:
Early peoples of Japan - the Ainu
The terrain and tribal Japan
The emperor gods
Shinto, Buddhism and Zen
Poetry, in particular Haiku
Social structures and the nature of agriculture
Courtly life
Japanese stories, script and painting, art, music and theatre, sculpture and architecture
Mongols and conflicts
Samurai and priests
The Tea ceremony

A study of Ancient Africa could include:
The earliest inhabitants, the hunter gatherers
The different peoples of Africa - one continent, many peoples
The great kingdoms and trading cities
Chieftains and Kings
Changes in environments such as Sahara
Architecture - the great wall at Zimbabwe
Influences of Ancient Rome and Islam
The stories, design, art dance drumming song and ceremony
Masks and sculpture
Mining, gold, jewellery
A study of the Americas could include:
The culture: religion, architecture and social structure of Olmec, Aztec, Totec, Mayan and Inca
civilisations.
A comparison of sculpture, art and murals
Myths and legends, gods and demons. A comparison of world pictures including comparison of
Asian and Mesoamerican world views
Archaeology and discovery of ‘lost cities’
House and urban structure and adaption to environment
Comparison of pyramids of the Americas with the Egyptian pyramids
Sacred knowledge, astronomy and calendars
Factors in the flourishing and the fading of civilisations
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ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS YEAR 10
By the end of Year 10, students compare the present with the past, evaluating the consequences of past
events and decisions, and determining lessons that were learned.
Students refer to key events, the actions of individuals and groups, and beliefs and values to explain
patterns of change and continuity over time. They analyse the causes and effects of events and
developments and explain their relative importance. They explain the context for people’s actions in the
past. They can evaluate the contributions made by individuals to history.
Students explain the significance of events and developments from a range of perspectives. They explain
different interpretations of the past and recognise the evidence used to support these interpretations.
They work effectively with contrasting interpretations and competing historical accounts. They evaluate
major debates concerning interpretations of the past.
Students sequence events and developments within a chronological framework, and identify relationships
between events across different places and periods of time. When researching, students develop,
evaluate and modify questions to frame an historical inquiry. They process, analyse and synthesise
information from a range of primary and secondary sources and use it as evidence to answer inquiry
questions. Students analyse sources to identify motivations, values and attitudes. When evaluating these
sources, they analyse and draw conclusions about their usefulness, taking into account their origin,
purpose, and context. They develop and justify their own interpretations about the past. Students develop
texts, particularly explanations and discussions, incorporating historical argument. In developing these
texts and organising and presenting their arguments, they use historical terms and concepts, evidence
identified in sources, and they reference these sources. Students use historical conventions including
footnoting and bibliographies.
Students identify the particular disciplines of the archaeologist, the geographer and the anthropologist
and their contribution to historical knowledge and understanding.

GENERAL CAPABILITIES
Literacy
Building on previous experiences the student work more independently and access more complex
historical ideas from texts. They consider the language choices the writer has made and explore these
choices.

Mathematics and Numeracy
The study of Ancient and pre-history facilitates an understanding of historical duration, helps students
develop the capacity to link chronologies and come to an understanding of ‘deep’ time.
Students learn about the concept of time: chronology and sequencing; change and continuity; past,
present and future in a range of historical contexts. They pursue exercises in chronological thinking such
as timelines and explore concepts of distance and space. In mathematics and research related tasks they
extend their ability to present information in the form of tables, graphs and visual texts. They learn to
access statistical informal from tabular and graphic formats. They interpret and create tables and graphs
giving demographic information regarding population and migration. They are encouraged to think flexibly
and use creative and original methods to present information clearly.
Information and Communication Technology
In History classes students use their growing competency in the area of ICT to select and use a wide
range of appropriate ICT tools and techniques in a way that brings the creative responses they write to a
further multi-dimensional level. They may choose for example to include the following digital elements:
audio music or a combination of audio and original music, photographic images, other graphics and
animation, and video. In particular students use their word processing skills to support the writing, drafting
and editing process they follow when they create written texts. When publishing and presenting their work
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students create effective text and digital media layouts of various types and sources. They use features
of software such as links, tables and tracking to enable them to propose multiple plans, show selections,
modify plans, and show reviewing and consultation. Students follow the same guidelines used to create
texts in general: they consider purpose, audience, text type and the cultural contexts of the piece of work.
In relation to digital texts in particular students are able to:
 Interpret verbal and non-verbal communication and consider how these elements combine to
convey meaning and influence audience response;
 Interpret literal and non-literal language and consider how combinations of written, visual,
auditory and symbolic elements are used to make meaning, achieve particular purposes and
establish certain relationships with audiences
When undertaking research related tasks students use ICT skills to support their investigation and
presentations: They record their investigations and research using appropriate media including tables or
graphs, images, written or spoken text or a combination of the above; conduct on-line research and online collaboration such as conferencing; locate and use relevant research from a range of sources;
design spreadsheets (to record data, analyse and graph). Further more advanced ICT competencies
which may relate to History assignments include the use of: data processing techniques to create digital
repositories for a range of data types and delivery mechanisms; programming skills to measure, record,
respond to and control events by planning, testing and modifying sequences, repetitions and branching of
instructions; and computation and modelling to test predictions and discover patterns and relationships,
by exploring, evaluating and developing models and changing their rules and values.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Students are accustomed to working with a multiplicity of perspectives, contrasting interpretations and
competing historical accounts. The reasoning skills that emerge with the adolescent’s development of
formal thought allow an abstract understanding of causality - the often complex patterns of relationships
between historical events and their consequences. There is a continuing need for concrete illustrations
and instructional approaches to enhance understanding of historical studies. The study of Archaeological
evidence and evaluation of archaeological opinion and techniques offer both inductive and deductive
learning experiences. The skills of critical social inquiry and investigation are important tools. The
students can now examine how their own thinking is influenced by personal values, cultural and belief
systems. They explain and evaluate their own values and ethical dilemmas. They apply conscious
thinking strategies when examining personal values and beliefs. Students use strategies such as debate,
discussion and building consensus to examine complex issues. The Class 10 student is able to construct
and test hypotheses. They are able to distinguish valid arguments and are prepared to change their
position on issues or suspend judgement when it is challenged by factors including weight of evidence
and reasoned argument.
By the end of Class 10 students compare the present with the past evaluating the consequences of past
events and decisions and determining the lessons that were learned.
Ethical behaviour
History provides a terrain for moral contemplation. Studying the stories of individuals and situations in the
past allows the student to test their own moral sense, to hone it against some of the real complexities
individuals have faced in difficult settings. People who have weathered adversity in real, historical
circumstances provide inspiration. "History teaching by example" is one phrase that describes this use of
a study of the past—a study not only of certifiable heroes, the great men and women of history who
successfully worked through moral dilemmas, but also of more ordinary people who provide lessons in
courage, diligence, or constructive protest.
They are encouraged to discuss, reflect and analyse in the process of exploring the relationship between
opinion and thinking and truth
Personal and Social competence
The Class 10 student is examining his or her own thinking in a new, more adult way. Examining historical
material brings questions about the nature of the human being, the nature of consciousness, relatedness
and moral interactions. The teacher provides guiding questions rather than answers. Studies lead to
discussion and consideration of the relationship between thinking and choices and the experiences
produced by those choices. In analysing history and historical turning points they observe that new
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thoughts lead to new behaviours and may reflect on how they might think differently, how they make
choices and the relationship between freedom and responsibility.

Intercultural Understanding
In the Class 10 study of that broad sweep of the human journey from early hunter gather societies to the
first great civilisations, an appreciation of the cultural and spiritual heritage of the students own and other
cultures is cultivated. A deeper knowledge and understanding fosters more mature respect for the diverse
spiritual and religious traditions that have provided the foundations of our society. The students are more
able to recognise that cultural and religious groups differ in their views on moral issues. They are able
acknowledge and respect cultural diversity and to see the commonality between their world and that of
the other. They can see themselves as both individual and world citizen.
CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Culture
History 10.1 includes a depth study of the early history of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
History 10.1 and 10.2 include content on historical interactions in the Asia/Pacific region. History 10.2
includes detailed study of an Asian culture.
Sustainability
The Class 10 student has an understanding of the influence of global geographical and environmental
factors on human history. They have considered numerous historical pictures of the interdependence of
human societies and the environment they live in. They are now developing a more conscious and well
st
informed understanding the issues around 21 century living: an interdependent biosphere, a world with
increasing global connection and with increasingly concentrated human populations. It is important that
students are given a picture of people and organisations that have effected constructive and creative
change and are inspired to see their own unique abilities, energy, will and ideals as having a contribution
to make to the future.

LINKS TO OTHER LEARNING AREAS
The historical studies of Class 9 are integrated with other subject areas studies in both Art and
Geography.
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HISTORY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE:
STAGE 1: FOUNDATION TO CLASS 3

Ancient
Cultures

Indigenous
Studies

FOUNDATION TO CLASS 6

Background Historical Understanding and Experience

Kindergarten
Class 1
Daily, Weekly and
Folk and Fairy
Seasonal Rhythms
Tales
and Festivals, World World Tales
Tales
The stories of long ago when people lived
in villages, on farmland, in forests or at
court; the King and Queen, tailor or baker,
coachman or candle maker and their work.

Class 2
Saintly Lives
World/Celtic Mysteries
Indigenous Tales

The Celtic culture and connection
to nature; the lives of great men
and women who have tamed the
elements and animals and lived
with kindness and compassion.
Significant sites in nature.
Stories of the dreaming, connection to spirit, to place and to relationship to the
ancestors; the creation of the earth and cosmos long, ago.

Family,
Community,
Local Area
History

The family as experienced at school, parent participation in birthday festivals
celebrating family events, family engagement in festival preparation, crafts and
celebrations. Welcoming new families, family dinners, picnics, building
community.
The local area, the history of the school and community as experienced in the
festivals, celebrations, school, families and communities.

Handcrafts
of the World

The past traditional times when people crafted all their clothes, furniture and
belongings from the earth’s produce with care and skill.
Hand teasing of wool into thread, drop spindle or hand teasing; knitting eg
recorder bags, pot holders, small animals; candle making, flower wreaths, leaf
rubbings, corn dolls, bread dough figures, decorated candles, tissue paper
mobiles and transparencies, egg decorating.
The family, relationships to each other, the community, the earth and the cosmos
in cyclic festivals.
Rhythms of time, gratitude for the past and anticipation for the future.

Celebrations,
Festivals
Rhythms of
Time
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Class 3
Literary Engagement with History of Cultures of
Creation and Tradition, Authority, Rulership.
Farming and Building- historical perspectives
Stories of ancient times (usually Hebrew), the literature of
the historical development from creation myths to times of
traditional society, rulership and authority.

Original Inhabitants: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples and their temporary shelters; living in harmony with
the natural environment and the bush food it provides
without need for cultivation.
Farming and related trades and how they developed in the
local area in relationship to the landscape, water, soil and
the weather. Change in farming over time.
Buildings in the local area and how they were created with
the materials of the environment, to meet the needs for
warmth and shelter. Change in buildings over time.
Contribution of tradespeople.
Mud bricks, timber, daub and wattle, stone, bark or grasses
of the environment crafted into homes.
The shepherds, spinners, weavers and tailors who worked
to create the simple clothing and furnishings.
Cultures which celebrate their festivals at different times
and in relation to different historical and cultural events.
Foods, mandalas, music, stories, songs and dances of long
ago are part of celebrations of the past connections to the
world. World celebrations, local commemorations. Class 3
Hebrew Festivals, dances and music.
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STAGE 1: FOUNDATION TO CLASS 3

History Engagement/Skills Stage 1 Kindergarten to Classes 3

Students
Immersion in
History

Foundation
Children experience immersion in:
*Folk and World Tales
*Indigenous Stories
*Handcrafts
*Festivals, Celebrations throughout
Time

Class 1 and 2
Children experience immersion in:
*Celtic Legends
*World Tales
*Indigenous Stories
*Handcrafts
*Festivals and Celebrations throughout time

Historical
Engagement

Children work with enthusiasm in
*Playing out, dramatizing, creating
puppet stories from and imitating
scenes from tales.

Children work with enthusiasm in
* Drawing, retelling, illustrating, dramatizing and
making handcrafts from historical tales and past
cultures.

Historical
Exploration
(sources) and
Perspectives

Children engage with historical
items and sources such as
traditional craft tools and festival
items from diverse cultures.

Children engage with and discuss historical
items and sources such as traditional craft
tools and festival items, art prints, sculptures
and sacred texts from diverse cultures.

Historical
Understanding

Children have embodied
experience of the contribution of
traditional ways of life, of changing
family and community structures and
of cultural and seasonal festivals
throughout time.
In creative play and in class projects
children express their
understanding through songs,
games, social interaction and
contribution to the class community
and family.

Children have embodied understanding of
the contribution of traditional ways of life in
different cultures, of changing family and
community structures and of cultural and
seasonal festivals throughout time.

Artistic
Expression &
Historical
Communication
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In creative play and in class projects children
express their understanding through songs,
games, drawing, writing, social interaction and
contribution to the class community and family.
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Class 3
Children experience immersion in:
*Literature and Culture of Creation and
Tradition
*Literature and Culture of Authority and
Rulership
*Historical Practices of Farming and
Building in the Local Area
*Handcrafts, Festivals and Celebrations
Children work with enthusiasm in
* Drawing, retelling, illustrating, dramatizing
and making handcrafts from historical tales
*Participating in farming, gardening and
building practices from the past
Children engage with, reflect on and
discuss historical items and sources such
as traditional farming, building and craft tools
and festival items, art prints, sculptures and
sacred texts from diverse cultures.
Understand and record the relationships
between history, geography, literary sources,
development of communities and festivals in
* the local area and its farming history
* indigenous life of the area
Communicate: Write narratives and reports,
draw, perform in drama and music and
make items from history topics in class and
group projects and performances for
History of farming and building
Cultures of Creation, Tradition, Authority and
Rulership.
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STAGE 2: CLASS 4 TO CLASS 6

Background Historical Understanding and Experience

Class 4
Northern Mythologies
Aboriginal Life and Mythology
Local Area- Camp
Range of mythology of Northern Europe:
Norse Gods of Asgard, Eddas, Kalevala,
Beowulf, Siegurd the Volsung, Weland
the Smith

Class 5
Ancient India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and
Greece; early Australian state, regional
history, Regional Area-camp.
Mythologies of Ancient India, Persia, Babylon,
Egypt and Greece. History of Ancient Greece:
Architecture, Philosophy, Architecture, Sculpture,
Mathematics- Pythagoras,

Aboriginal life of the local area, early
inhabitants;
Aboriginal Life: mythology and
connection to the Dreaming, Place and
Country.
Local Area: relationship between
geography, history and development.

European settlement and early contact with
Aboriginal communities.

Handcrafts
of the World

Cross stitch, tapestry
copper work, smithing
Simple charcoal pit forge
Pen and ink

Celebrations,
Festivals
Rhythms of
Time

As in Stage 1 plus Northern European
verse, dance and festivals; Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander celebrations,
dreamtime stories.

Four needle knitting
Woodwork introduction to simple work with chisel,
rasp, file, sanding
Main Lesson: eg Egyptian Jewellery, Egyptian
pyramids,
Models from Greek architecture/columns
Basketry: coiled , handle making
Festivals of Ancient India, Persia, Babylon and
Greece; Celebrations of Early History of Australian
colonisation.

Ancient
Cultures

Indigenous
Studies

Australian
History
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Australian History: European exploration, The First
Fleet, Colonisation, Convict life , Early Farming,
Early contact with Aboriginal communities.
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Class 6
Australian History to Federation, History
of Ancient Rome, Birth of Christianity
and Islam.
History and Mythology of Ancient Rome:
government, social structures, daily life,
expansion of the Roman Empire, key
historical figures, significant events.
Birth of Christianity and Islam.
Effects of European settlement on
Aboriginal communities, resistance to
dispossession.

British colonisation, Australian History up to
Federation: significant events and figures,
convict and colonial settlement, gold rush,
Eureka stockade, farming, exploration, art,
literature and geography.
Contribution of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.
Felt animals, doll making
Woodwork: further skills eg moving toys,
darning egg, spoon.
Rome -Bridge building, aqueducts,
architecture
Simple musical instruments
Festivals of Ancient Rome, Christianity and
Islam, Celebrations of Australian History
form settlement to Federation.
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STAGE 2: CLASS 4 TO CLASS 6
Background Historical Understanding and Experience
Students
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Immersion in
Experience immersion in
Experience immersion in mythologies,
Experience immersion while developing an ability
*the Nordic mythologies which bring
History
narratives and cultural and artistic
to balance experience with judgement and
experience of courage and of the
experiences of
reflection on
receding presence of the gods.
 Ancient Cultures of Asia Pacific,
 Roman History, Birth of Christianity and
*Indigenous stories bring transcendent
India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and
Islam
pictures of creation, the Dreaming and
Greece
 Australian History
place.
 Regional and State history of
 Festivals, Celebrations
*the local area and its landscapes,
Australia
flora, fauna and built environment.
 Festivals and Celebrations
*Festivals and Celebrations
Historical
Engage with enthusiasm in
Work with enthusiasm to engage in cultural
Work with enthusiasm to engage in cultural
Engagement
*practical exploration, mapping and
music and dance, artistic forms and
music and dance, artistic forms and historical
camping in the local environment
(enthusiasm)
mythological story recall from ancient
recall from Roman and Australian history
*experiencing ways of building shelters
cultures and Australian history.
including
and preparing food used by the
Eg Australian History: mapping, drawing
*Australian History: Mapping, Bush dancing,
indigenous peoples.
scenes from narratives, dramatic
timelines, camps and excursions to sites of
* verse, drama and art from Nordic
presentations, cooking and craft work from
historical significance.
stories.
pioneer times, Australian poetry.
* Discussion of Roman Laws and experience of
debating, practical projects eg bridge building,
verse in Roman hexameter, mosaic, architectural
models and mapping.
Investigate and integrate different
Investigate and integrate different sources Investigate and integrate different sources and
Historical
sources and perspectives on
and perspectives on
perspectives on
Exploration
*Roman History, Birth of Christianity and Islam
(sources) and
* the local area and its geographical and *the state and regional history of Australia
Perspectives
climatic background and its relation to
* Ancient Cultures of Asia/Pacific, India,
*Australian History through maps, diaries, convict
development of the area.
Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece
records, ships logs and government land grants
*indigenous ways of life
as well as newspaper entries and political
history.
Historical
Understand and record the relationships Understand and record the relationships
Understand and record the relationships between
Understanding
between history, geography, literary
between history, geography, literary sources, history, geography, literary sources, development
sources, development of communities
development of communities and festivals in
of communities and festivals in
and festivals in
* The Australian region and state.
* Roman History, Birth of Christianity and Islam
* the wider local area and
* Ancient Cultures
*Australian History
* indigenous life
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STAGE 2: CLASS 4 TO CLASS 6
Background Historical Understanding and Experience
Artistic
Communicate: Write narratives and
Communicate: Write narratives and reports,
Communicate: Write narratives and reports,
Expression &
reports, draw, perform in drama and
draw, perform in drama and music and make draw, perform in drama and music and make
Historical
music and make items from history
items from history topics in class, group and
items from history topics in class, group projects
Communication topics in class and group projects and
individual projects and performances for
and individual projects and performances for
performances for
*Australian regional and state history
* Australian History
*Indigenous life of the local area
* Ancient cultures
*Roman History and Mythology . Birth of
*Nordic Mythology
Christianity, Islam
* Local area history
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HISTORY

CONTENT
DESCRIPTOR
MAJOR
TOPICS

YEAR SEVEN

The Middle Ages
The Renaissance World

SCOPE and SEQUENCE
YEAR 7 to YEAR 10

YEAR EIGHT
The Age of Revolution
The Industrial Revolution

YEAR NINE
The Making of the Modern World
Australian History up to Modern Era

YEAR TEN
Ancient History Unit 1
Ancient History Unit 2

ASCF Strand One
Historical Knowledge and Understanding

THE MIDDLE AGES
Students study key social and
political developments and events,
significant individuals and ideas of
the period. Studies cover the
Frankish Empire, Charlemagne and
reunification of Europe, Feudalism,
new technology and the rise in
agricultural production, urbanisation,
the spiritual and secular role of the
Church and developments in art and
architecture.
Studies cover the Orders of the
Knighthood and the Code of Chivalry.
Students study the Crusades
including cause and effect, the
impacts on South West Asia,
Byzantium and Europe and the fall of
Constantinople. They examine
events from a variety of perspectives.
They study the influence of Islamic
scholars, the spread of Christianity
and the spread of ideas.
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THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
Students study the Scientific
Revolution and the Enlightenment
They study the rise of the nation
state in Europe and the key
factors and events of the French
Revolution. They consider
individuals who influenced the
times and their motives, values
and actions, looking at themes of
change, choice, liberty, equality,
innovations and ideas.
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Student study the origins and
impact of the Industrial
Revolution. They study changes
in social class and roles of women
and children. They look at the
positive and negative impacts the
Industrial Revolution and the
social consequences of the new
technologies and economies.

MODERN WORLD HISTORY
In class 9 and 10 the emphasis
moves to the ideas that motivated
change and shaped the modern
world. Students study major turning
points in world history from the
th
beginning of the 19 Century to the
present. Historical factors in current
affairs are considered. Possible
themes include: the evolution of
personal freedom and responsibility,
the influences of political, religious
and cultural ideas, developments in
science and technology, lives of
significant individuals or human kind
in conflict.
Students examine the unfolding of
historical themes in Australia and the
Asia-Pacific region in the context of
world events.
Students will study the effects of
industrialization, changes in
transport, communication and the
spread of ideas.

HISTORY SCOPE and SEQUENCE Stages 3-4
Version: October 2011

ANCIENT HISTORY
Students study early human
societies and the expansion of
humans to all continents.
Studies are formed around the
themes of relationship between
human societies and the
environment, ideas and
technologies, religions and
social structures. Students
examine the geographical
factors in patterns of movement
and settlement. They study the
development of agriculture and
domestication. Focus points
include: climatic and
geographical influences, ritual
and religion, relationship to
nature, the environment and
sacred places, shelter, art and
music, writing systems,
specializations, early technology
and architecture.
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CONTENT
DESCRIPTOR
MAJOR
TOPICS

YEAR SEVEN

The Middle Ages
The Renaissance World

YEAR EIGHT
The Age of Revolution
The Industrial Revolution

YEAR NINE
The Making of the Modern World
Australian History up to Modern Era

YEAR TEN
Ancient History Unit 1
Ancient History Unit 2

ASCF Strand One
Historical Knowledge and Understanding
Studies include examination of the
Medieval period in non-European
countries.
THE RENAISSANCE WORLD
Students will study factors that led to
the Renaissance, Pan-European
social and political change, the new
perceptions and developments in
worldview, Secularism, Individualism
and Humanism, the revival of
classical learning, the scientific and
technological innovations and
dissemination of information,
developments in art, literature and
architecture and the legacy and
historic importance of the
Renaissance
Studies include a global picture of the
Renaissance world. Students have a
picture of Asian, African and
American cultures of the period.
Related studies in Geography are
discussed particularly the Voyages of
Discovery and the impact of first
contacts on Pacific peoples and
indigenous Australians
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Studies cover urbanisation and
the global migrations. They study
th
19 Century political reform in
Western Europe and examples of
imperialism.
A theme is chosen to bring up to
modern times with focus on the
way human life has been changed
by the Industrial Revolution and
new technology.

Students study the key principles and
influences of modern ideologies.
They examine the impact of major
conflicts and include non-conflict
themes of social history.
AUSTRALIAN HISTORY : from
Federation to the present
Students study the political, social
and cultural history of Australia up to
modern times incorporating multiple
perspectives and experiences.
Students identify the causes and
impacts of the large-scale
immigrations.
Students study the historical
significance of individuals and
contribution to Australian culture and
identity made by different cultural
groups.
Students study causes and impacts
of Australian involvement in the
th
st
conflicts of the 20 and 21 century.
They examine events and policies
significant to the lives of indigenous
Australians. Studies examine the
experiences of indigenous
Australians in different geographical
locations.

HISTORY SCOPE and SEQUENCE Stages 3-4
Version: October 2011

The topic includes the study of
Ice Age and Neolithic societies,
Early Australian Indigenous
history, the study of Early China
or Japan and the study of an
Early African or American
culture.
Students revisit the cultures first
studied in Class 5: Ancient
India, Ancient Persia and
Babylonia, Ancient Egypt and
Greece.
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CONTENT
DESCRIPTOR
MAJOR
TOPICS

YEAR SEVEN

The Middle Ages
The Renaissance World

YEAR EIGHT
The Age of Revolution
The Industrial Revolution

YEAR NINE
The Making of the Modern World
Australian History up to Modern Era

YEAR TEN
Ancient History Unit 1
Ancient History Unit 2

ASCF Strand One
Historical Knowledge and Understanding
REFORMATION:
Students will study key events of the
Reformation, causal factors and its
impact. They study significant
personalities and the role of new
technologies in facilitating change.

They investigate the characteristics
of Australian culture and identity and
factors which helped shape a
national identity.

ASCF Strand Two:
Historical Skills
Chronology,
terminology
and historical
concepts

Years 7 to 10

Students have a chronological understanding of events and their
relationships.
They explain and illustrate sequence of historical events.
Students use historical terms, dating conventions and concepts
accurately.
Students use variety of tools including maps and timelines to
identify historical eras, key features, events and individuals.
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Students have a sense of the chronology of key events and developments in
Australian history and can place them in the context of world events.
Students have a sense of the broad sweep of human evolution and of
significant turning points.
Students understand and distinguish cause, effect, sequence and correlation
in historical events including long and short-term causal relationships.
Students understand the value of motive, empathy and significance as
historical concepts.
Students understand that change effects not only political, social and
technological realms but values, beliefs and perceptions.
Students perceive the evolution of human consciousness and turning points in
human development.
Students identify the contributions to knowledge and understanding brought
by disciplines of archaeology, geography and anthropology.
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AUSTRALIAN STEINER CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK
ASCF Strand Two:
Historical Skills

Years 7 to 10

Use of
Resources
and Analysis

Students analyse central issues placing people and events in
matrix of time and place.
Use multiple sources for research
Students access information from a range of sources.

Students are familiar with a range of historical resources.
They analyse and interpret historical material and tools.
Students use maps, globes, artifacts, and pictures to analyse the physical and
cultural landscapes of the world and interpret the past
Identify, analyze, and interpret primary and secondary sources to make
generalizations about events and life in world history

Perspectives
and
interpretations

Identify differing experiences and impacts of events
Students detect and explain differing historical perspectives

Students work effectively with a multiplicity of perspectives, contrasting
interpretations and competing historical accounts.
Students evaluate sources for origin and point of view, identifying bias and
prejudice.
Students interpret the past within context in which events unfolded.
Students make links between historical events and aspects of the modern
world. They evaluate consequences of past events and decisions and
determine the lessons in those.

Research,
Explanation
and
Communication

Students frame historical questions and carry out planned
research using primary and secondary sources.
Increasingly independent research
Students compose historical texts including narratives,
descriptions and explanations.
Students use a range of communication forms(oral, illustrative,
written) including, by Class 8, digital technologies.

Students construct a sequenced narrative.
Students collect, evaluate and employ information from multiple primary and
secondary sources.
Students analyse and account for different historical interpretations
Students can apply different perspectives to an historical enquiry including
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives, gender perspectives,
cultural perspectives and environmental perspectives.
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